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Résumé 
La critique linguistique a soulevé 

plusieurs problèmes qui se 

rapportent au discours littéraire, 

avec une certaine conscience des 

éléments qui composent ce 

discours. Il en résulta la prise en 

considération des fonctions 

grammaticales qui dépassent tout 

les autres composants du 

discours littéraire, surtout la 

poésie qui se base sur un lyrisme 

phonologique, avec la prosodie 

en première ligne. Il est sûr que 

l’un des résultats de cette prise 

de conscience sans précédent, la 

recherche d’approches 

terminologiques qui reflètent la 

nature de l’accompli, et prouvent 

en même temps qu’elle n’est pas 

en reste avec les concepts 

modernistes du terme qui résume 

plus d’un concept, surtout dans 

son aspect pratique. 
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Résumé 
Cet article prend soin de deux 

aspects: La problématique du 

terme utilisé pour rétablir 

l'écriture de la femme écrivain, et 

présenter les différents positions 

envers la distinction entre ce que 

écrit le male, et la femelle. On ce 

qui concerne le terme, on a révélé 

sur deux positions: l'une ne 

reconnait pas toute distinction, 

l'autre le reconnait mais pour eux 

le conflit tourne autour le choix 

entre: littérature féministe et 

littérature féminine. De l'autre 

coté on a fait la distinction entre 

deux positions différentes; la 

première préfère utiliser le terme 

littérature féministe, tandis que la 

seconde constate que la littérature 

féminine est le terme le plus précis.        
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Résumé
Notre étude entre dans le 

contexte, les plus importantes 

études arabes qui ont essayé de 

vulgariser les théories 

linguistiques occidentales, de les 

présenter, de définir leurs 

principes, et de les fructifier dans 

l’étude de grammaire arabe, 

dans le contexte de connaître 

l’autre méthodologiquement et 

scientifiquement, dans le but 

mettre à jour la culture 

linguistique arabe 

contemporaine, en plus de la 

démarche développementrice qui 

essaye de résoudre quelques 

problèmes didactiques liés à la 

compréhension du phénomène 

linguistique dans la vie de 

l’homme contemporain.   
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Résumé 
La rencontre de la terminologie 

et de la linguistique survient 

dans diverses conditions. On 

peut en retenir trois pour 

aborder le rapport organique 

de la recherche terminologique 

à la linguistique : le premier 

rapport porte sur l’aspect 

linguistique de l’unité qui fait 

l’objet de la terminologie en 

tant que discipline scientifique. 

Elle a dû être précédée de 

l’exercice terminologique 

s’effectuant sur le terrain de la 

linguistique. Ensuite vient celui 

qui sous-tend la recherche 

prônant la classification des 

terminologues tout en réservant 

une place considérable à ceux 

issus de la linguistique, digne 

de s’appeler linguistes 

terminologues. 
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Résumé 
L’image poétique est, en premier plan, une 
reconnaissance esthétique et en second 

plan le produit d’une donnée universelle 
composée par l’imaginaire et l’esprit, dont 

le créateur choisi l’outil expressif qui la 
met en valeur parmi une multitude de 
moyens expressifs. Elle est le résultat d’une 

expérience esthétique contenue dans des 
choix conscients de composants 
rythmiques, grammaticaux et sémantiques 

qui caractérisent leur créateur, et fassent 
qu’il soit unique. L’approche sémantique a 

été, pendant longtemps, privilégiée dans 
l’étude de l’image poétique en occident 
comme en orient, jusqu’à l’apparition 

d’études qui prônent le recours à la 
linguistique- à la grammaire plus 
précisément- dans l’étude de l’image 

poétique, et surtout la métaphore. Mais la 
question qui reste posée est : est que la 
grammaire suffit-elle, à elle seule, en tant 

que choix conscient du créateur à la 
formulation de l’image poétique ?  
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Résumé 
Cette approche stylistique vise à 

aborder quelques niveaux du rythme 

poétique dans une partie du recueil du 

poète Irakien Eldjawahiri (1899-

1997) à travers du rythme de la 

cadence, et de constater : El Tadwir 

et Rime interne qui sont parmi les 

traits distingués de son style, à  coté 

des autres unités. J’ai choisi comme 

corpus ses poèmes entre 1960 et 1997 

issues d’une expérience artistique, vu 

que les études ayant traité son recueil 

se sont contentées d’étudier ses 

poèmes des années vingt et soixante. 

Les aspects de rythme comme le 

reflète le corpus, sont multiples et au-

delà de mon analyse. Ils méritent 

qu’on leur réserve une recherche 

profonde, notamment l’itération, 

l’homonymie, etc.                   
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méRésu 
Cet article tente de faire 

montrer que Fakhreddine 

Errazi ) 606h  (   n’était pas un 

philosophe ou un fakih 

seulement, mais aussi un grand 

linguiste qui na pas trouvé la 

place qu'il méritait parmi les 

grands linguistes arabes! Nous 

rencontrons cette portée 

grammaticale surtout, a travers 

son interprétation du saint 

Coran MAFATIH EL GUEIB, 

ou il répond à plusieurs 

questions notamment l'analogie 

et ses lois linguistiques.   
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Résumé  
Cet article se base sur l'étude du 

phénomène de l'exploitation du 

patrimoine populaire de 

différentes formes et genres 

littéraires par l'écrivain arabe 

dans les différents dialectes. 

Comme il vise a éclairer les 

causes et les conséquences de 

cette exploitation. On s'interroge 

aussi sur la présence du 

patrimoine populaire dans les 

textes littéraires qui leur donnent 

un plus et réalise son message 

littéraire.    
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Résumé 
La langue arabe est un moyen 

d’enseignement et  

d’apprentissage des autres 

matières. Son importance se 

révèle à travers son assimilation 

et son utilisation adéquate par 

les apprenants. A partir d’un 

vécu scolaire critique, cette étude 

se veut un outil capable 

d’installer un usage langagier 

efficace à des fins didactiques en 

proposant des remèdes pour 

combler les lacunes. 
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Avant-propos 

C’est avec une grande satisfaction et avec le sentiment de mission 

accomplie que nous inaugurons le numéro 27 de la revue El-

Tawassol: langues, culture et littérature, qui en est à sa première 

édition comme revue consacrée uniquement aux langues, à la culture 

et la littérature. Sa sœur jumelle, numéro 28,  est baptisée El-

Tawassol: sciences humaines et sociales. 

Mes remerciements vont aux collègues qui ont concouru à la 

réalisation de ce numéro. Je leur suis très reconnaissant pour leurs 

lectures attentives des articles contribués, leurs critiques constructives 

et corrections utiles. J’apprécie vivement leur collaboration et leur 

aide désintéressée. A cet égard, je tiens à préciser que toutes les 

expertises fournies ont été faites sur une base volontaire. C’est grâce 

au  bénévolat de nombreux experts lecteurs qui ont généreusement 

accepté d’expertiser les articles de ce numéro et des numéros 

précédents, à leurs inlassables efforts de relecture et de correction, que 

les articles ont trouvé leur chemin vers la publication. Ceux-là 

procurent une référence exemplaire d’abnégation.  

Naturellement, la valeur d’un article publié dans une revue 

scientifique est certifiée par le processus d’expertise pratiqué par la 

revue. L’une des réussites d’El-Tawassol  est sans doute son 

efficience à l’égard du procédé d’évaluation. Ce dernier obéit à des 

critères stricts de rigueur et de professionnalisme selon les normes 

internationales. Ces critères sont aussi définis par  le directeur de la 

rédaction et son comité, et concrétisés par la tâche considérable des 

experts qui, par leurs critiques de forme et de fond, arbitrent de façon 

déterminante la qualité de la matière proposée.  

Le plus grand sentiment de satisfaction provient du fait qu’El-

Tawassol est devenue une revue scientifique de renommée  

internationale, indexée à  la base de données ProQuest et référencée à 

l'index FRANCIS - Current Serials Source List. Dans son statut 

actuel, El-Tawassol peut se vanter d’être l’une des rares  revues 

indexées dans nos institutions d’enseignement supérieur. Ceci est 

certainement l’aboutissement de plusieurs années de travail, pendant 

lesquels des efforts incessants ont été déployés pour relever son 

niveau scientifique. 
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La revue El-Tawassol, qui obéit donc aux critères d’indexation et 

d’expertise, s’est forgé une place de qualité dans le domaine des 

publications scientifiques de renommé internationale. Outre son 

indexation, elle jouit de la reconnaissance internationale des 

organismes scientifiques d’évaluation. De plus, la revue connait un 

engouement croissant de la part des universitaires, tant au niveau 

national qu’international. Une telle demande participe de façon 

opérante à soutenir la recherche scientifique dans notre université et 

dans notre pays. 

Certes, l’inscription d’El-Tawassol dans les bases de données 

connues est une reconnaissance  qui donne davantage  de visibilité 

internationale et qui constitue une assurance pour sa diffusion. 

Cependant, sa présence dans de tels canaux de dissémination n’est pas 

en elle-même un certificat eternel de sa qualité scientifique. C’est à 

nous donc de maintenir ce niveau et de le soutenir encore davantage.   

Le  nom de la revue El-Tawassol fait écho à la valeur de la 

communication et l’interculturalité. Dans une optique plus 

internationale, elle se veut ouverte et tournée vers un avenir de la 

recherche qui sera en harmonie avec les mutations globales du savoir. 

Nous espérons que les réformes que nous avons conduites ces quatre 

dernières années continueront à contribuer à son  expansion, à 

encourager la soumission d’articles de qualité à l’échelle nationale et 

internationale et à attirer l’attention des organismes internationaux 

spécialisés.  

Au nom de tous nos lecteurs, je souhaite enfin vivement remercier 

les membres du comité de rédaction, la secrétaire de la revue, ainsi 

que tous ceux qui, de prés ou de loin, nous ont prêté leur concours afin 

que cet accomplissement binaire puisse voir le jour…. 

 

 

Bonne lecture à tous! 
 

 

Prof. Miloud Barkaoui 

Directeur de la Rédaction 
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Foreword 

It is with great satisfaction and with the feeling of duty fully 

accomplished that we inaugurate issue 27 of El-Tawassol for 

Languages, Culture and Literature in its first edition. Its twin sister, 

issue 28, is baptized El-Tawassol for Humanities and Social 

Sciences. 

My thanks go to the colleagues who have contributed to the 

completion of this work. I am very grateful to them for their attentive 

readings of the proposed manuscripts, their constructive criticisms and 

useful corrections. I deeply appreciate their collaboration and their 

selfless assistance. I must specify here that all the expertise for this 

issue and the previous ones have been supplied on a voluntary basis. It 

is thanks to the voluntary work of the numerous expert readers who 

generously agreed to evaluate the articles and to their indefatigable 

efforts of rereading and correction, that the articles have finally found 

their way towards publication. All of them present an edifying model 

of abnegation.  

Naturally, the value of an article published in a scholarly journal is 

certified by the process of expertise and appraisal. One of the greatest 

achievements of El-Tawassol is no doubt its professionalism and its 

efficient process of evaluation. The latter is subjected to a number of 

strict and rigorous criteria of evaluation which faithfully obeys 

international standards. These criteria are also defined by the  

Managing Editor and the editorial committee, and concretized by the 

considerable task of the experts who, by their criticisms of form and 

content, decisively arbitrate the quality of the proposed material.  

El-Tawassol has now gained international distinction by becoming 

indexed in ProQuest database and abstracted in FRANCIS - Current 

Serials List Source. It prides itself on being one of the rare indexed 

journals of our institutions of higher education. This is the outcome of 

years of serious work and ceaseless efforts deployed for the purpose 

of raising its standard. It has thus built a place for itself in the arena of 

credible scientific publications. It also enjoys the recognition of 

international scientific bodies of evaluation. While contributing very 

effectively to the enhancement of scientific research in our university, 

it is drawing an unprecedented interest on the part of academics, both 

nationally and internationally.  
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Certainly, the cataloging of El-Tawassol in international databases 

constitutes a recognition which gives it more international visibility 

and establishes an assurance for its wider distribution. However, its 

presence in such channels of dissemination is not in itself an 

everlasting certificate of scientific quality. In fact, the duty remains 

upon us all to maintain this level and to endeavour to sustain it further.  

The thematic and authorial diversity concords with the purpose of 

El-Tawassol which—as its name indicates—both connects and crosses 

boundaries to serve as a forum for scholarly debate, free exchange of 

ideas, and intellectual interaction enlightened by the results of fresh 

research. By meeting the international and interdisciplinary 

requirements, this journal is open and forward-looking to credible 

research. In a more international vision, we hope that the reforms we 

have introduced to the journal over the last four years will continue to 

contribute to its expansion, draw submissions from the international 

scholarly community, and attract the attention of specialized bodies 

worldwide. 

In the name of our entire readership, I warmly thank the members 

of the Editorial Committee, the Journal’s Secretary, and all those who, 

whether directly or indirectly, have lent a hand so that this twin 

accomplishment could see the light….  

Have a good read! 

 

 

              Prof. Miloud Barkaoui 

                                                 Managing Editor 
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Abstract 
This paper examines the formation of United States policy towards Algeria 

during the presidency of the first Algerian Head of State -Ahmed Ben Bella- 

in the period 1962-1965. The article analyzes the foreign policy pattern 

followed by the Kennedy and the Johnson administrations and their 

interaction with Ben Bella’s political style at home and abroad. The focus is 

put on Algeria’s post-independence reconstruction programmes, and its 

approach to Cold War issues such as Cuba, Vietnam and Sub-Saharan 

colonial problems. Research shows that Kennedy, like Johnson, hoped to win 

Algeria to their side in their conflict with the Eastern Bloc. However, Ben 

Bella’s radical character made him a tough Cold Warrior who found 

American expansionist and interventionist policies incompatible with 

Algerian socialist orientation. 
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It fell to President J. F. 

Kennedy and his Algerian 

counterpart, Ahmed Ben 

Bella, to set the foundations of 

United States-Algerian 

relations in October 1962.  

But, the American government 

then was primarily 

preoccupied with urgent 

problems reflecting the 

sensitive Cold War 

atmosphere of the day.  Three 

of these in particular 

bewildered the Kennedy 

administration, namely: The 

Cuban Regime, the communist 

threat in South Vietnam and 

the Congo Civil War (in 

present day Zaire). There was 

also the ongoing Arab-Israeli 

conflict, but this ranked
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below the other three in terms of importance until the coming of the 

Six-Day War in June 1967. This paper aims to highlight the making of 

early United States policy towards Algeria until the fall of Ben Bella‟s 

government in June 1965. This event can be considered as a major 

landmark for that early American-Algerian encounter and for 

reference and comparison when dealing with the later phases of their 

relations.  

 

The Kennedy Presidency 

American interest in Algeria came shortly after the proclamation of 

the new republic in September 1962. Beginning in October, there was 

a number of official visits by State Department diplomats to Algiers in 

preparation for the scheduled trip of G. Mennen Williams due on 2 

February 1963. As Assistant Secretary of State, Williams‟ visit was 

indicative of Algeria‟s importance in United States perception of the 

rising state.  In parallel with these high-level direct American-

Algerian contacts, the State Department carried out a comprehensive 

study of the security situation in Algeria covering the period from 

December 1962 to December 1964. The value of the study lies in the 

fact that its findings were endorsed by most defense agencies of the 

American government particularly the C.I.A, the N.S.A, the security 

divisions of the State Department and the Pentagon. Only the 

representatives of the F.B.I. and the Nuclear Energy Board abstained 

from participation for lacking jurisdiction in the matter .
1
 

Being the first of its kind, the report is equally valuable for its 

pioneering character as a referential document for future presidents‟ 

action on Algeria. Regarding its substance, the report consisted of six 

compact paragraphs bearing on important aspects of the Algerian 

government; notably President Ben Bella‟s foreign policy. From the 

outset, the document is defined as being an assessment report of 

present Algerian conditions and an estimation of probable 

developments in the following two years or so.  The first paragraph 

asserts the authors‟ belief that Ben Bella‟s chances to remain in power 

were good.  First, he enjoyed a solid popular base albeit a narrow one. 

Secondly, he had some support among the military where his Vice-

President –the Defense Minister Colonel Houari Boumediene- was 

totally faithful to him. Hence, the report draftsmen discarded the 

probability of Ben Bella being ousted militarily except in extreme 

circumstances: 
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The second paragraph conjectures that the Algerian economy 

will grow weaker for sometime before stabilizing at a lower 

level than what it would be in 1964. But, the projected 

economic collapse is not likely to reach the point of causing 

mass civil disobedience. The draftsmen‟s view was that the 

majority of Algerians still accepted hard living conditions for 

being content with their „subsistence‟ agrarian way of life. 

However, the report notes that the living standard of politicians 

and important elements of the society like bureaucrats, military 

personnel and managers of the nationalized plantations and 

estates was improving far better than what it was under the 

French colonial system. 

 

The third paragraph focuses on the Algerian military. It reveals that 

the army numbered 60.000 men and was being equipped with Soviet 

weaponry beginning in 1963. The report also asserts that the army was 

capable of ensuring home security  reflecting improved 

professionalism compared with its „rival‟ competitor in the region; 

namely: the Royal Moroccan Army. On the other hand, the report 

minimizes the probability of renewed border clashes between the two 

sides in spite of the prevailing tension in Algerian-Moroccan relations. 

Here, it should be indicated that the border conflict happened in 

October 1963; which means that the report was regularly updated to 

include new developments. 

 The fourth paragraph deals with Franco-Algerian relations. In that 

respect, the draftsmen estimated that Algeria would gradually and 

timely disengage from those overwhelming bilateral ties. But, this 

move implies the risk of causing France to reduce the amount of 

economic aid to Algeria especially when the understanding covering 

the use of nuclear sites by France expires in 1965. Yet, French need 

for Algerian oil combined with Algerian dependence on French 

financial help would prevent complete separation between the two 

countries.  

 Seen otherwise, the existing multifaceted interdependence between 

the two countries will persist anyway. In consequence, the report 

argues that Franco-Algerian „interdependence and association‟ links 

would keep them together at least in General de Gaulle‟s lifetime. But, 

the more important conclusion was that France was indirectly 

checking Sino-Russian influence on Ben Bella‟s government. Thus, it 
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was stated: “…. At least as long as French assistance and presence 

remain strong, the USSR and China will be content to play a 

background role although continuing to provide economic aid. 

[However], a major breach between France and Algeria could open 

the way for greatly increased Soviet influence”.   

 The fifth paragraph carries on with the topic of foreign policy. It 

asserts that on account of the revolutionary ideals held by Algerian 

leaders, the government will maintain its support to any movement 

claiming to be anti-colonial. For example, in Africa, “Ben Bella will 

provide moral support, as well as arms and training, to revolutionary 

movements, often in concert with Soviet and Chinese actions”. These 

actions, it was stressed, would clash with United States policy in sub-

Saharan Africa. Algeria‟s Africa policy might even represent a real 

danger if as a consequence thereof a given rebel movement acquired 

the capacity to carry out a sustained guerilla war. At this stage, it was 

clear that American-Algerian relations were set for future 

misunderstandings over the colonial problem in Africa and the impact 

of Cold War on the issue. 

 In the final paragraph, the report states that Soviets and Chinese 

were confident that Ben Bella‟s foreign policy was working in their 

favour in upholding revolutionary movements. Therefore, they would 

take the backseat while the job was done for them. Next, the report 

warns that Soviet influence would be predominant in case France was 

to dissociate with Algeria. This hypothetical eventuality would benefit 

Soviet interests in Algeria though it would be very taxing for the 

U.S.S.R. too. They would have to provide an important budget to 

support Algeria which is something very unusual for the Soviet 

economy .
2
 

 On scrutiny, the study reflects a sentiment of growing suspicion 

and worry affecting American officials concerning Algerian home and 

foreign affairs. Inside the country, the post-colonial economy was in 

shambles unable to get started as indicated by the declining standard 

of living of the masses. What was worse, the prospect for further 

deterioration did not seem avoidable in the short term. All this meant 

that Algeria was facing the danger of political instability and even 

external threat.  

 In foreign affairs, American disenchantment with Algeria stemmed 

from Ben Bella‟s leftist positions. They objected to the government‟s 

active meddling with African issues and material support for 
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revolutionary movements irrespective of their ideological nature. 

Algerian policies were seen Sino-Soviet oriented and so detrimental to 

American interests, but more particularly conflicting with United 

States policy in Black Africa in the Cold War context of the early 

1960‟s. But, was Ben Bella a communist in American eyes for that 

matter? 

 In a later memorandum by Mc George Bundy –Johnson‟s Assistant 

for National Security Affairs- dated January 5, 1965; we find that the 

American administration did not consider Ben Bella himself 

Communist.  He only expressed his revolutionary views with some 

temperamental excitement .
3
 Some writers have even blamed Ben 

Bella‟s leftist tendencies on his collaborators who were trying to avoid 

losing the socialist elements of the government to the rivaling camps 

vying with Ben Bella for leadership .
4
  

 After Kennedy‟s assassination, and on the basis of the NIE 62-64 

report, President Johnson, who followed Ben Bella‟s case previously, 

decided to find means to reason him for his unrelenting criticisms of 

American foreign policy. Subsequent to varied consultations with 

White House staff and multiple correspondences with different 

agencies and analysts, Johnson‟s advisors reached the conclusion that 

there must be use of the aid programme and similar technical or trade 

agreements destined for Algeria to pressurize President Ben Bella into 

considering moderating his unfriendly attitudes regarding the United 

States .
5
 

 The said aid policy consisted of a symbolic multi-aspect help 

package consisting of technical, service, commodity or convertible 

dollar credit. It usually came as a kind of bonus gift from the 

American government to help Algeria complete trade transactions and 

deals payable in cash and agreed to on favourable terms. Algerian 

imports were mostly American wheat grains covering 40 to 50% of 

the country‟s yearly needs. As a rule, the rather lengthy procedure 

amounted to the following.  The Algerian purchase order was first 

lodged through the ambassadorial services with the State Department.  

Then, consultations and opinions about the transaction were obtained 

from advisory services and officials before State Department action. 

Finally, the President took his decision in full awareness of the 

recommendations made by the hierarchy. Last, the President‟s 

decision was transmitted to the concerned agencies for 

implementation.  
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 In the case of Algeria, after 1963, the commodity-based aid policy 

was gradually turned into a strategic lever to redress Ben Bella‟s 

foreign policy. Historically, the aid policy developed in the context of 

an old programme called (Public Law) PL 480 with varied versions 

labelled as Title I, Title II ….etc, according to each Title's respective 

financial worth.  Algerian war refugees had benefited from the 

programme since the late 1950‟s .
6
 Then, at the close of 1962, the PL 

480 was revived by President Kennedy out of friendship for Algeria 

within the general framework of United States foreign aid policy. 

However, early in 1965, in reaction to Ben Bella‟s pro-Soviet 

statements, Mc George Bundy advised Johnson to suspend current 

Algerian aid deliveries until Ben Bella would come to „his senses‟ .
7
  

It implied withholding scheduled quotas and freezing approved wheat 

grain transactions for Algeria at short notice. 

 The reason behind the move is that the projected sanctions arose 

initially from recommendations made to that effect by William Porter; 

the U.S. Ambassador to Algiers. The latter had pointed out in a 

number of memoranda the necessity of considering the options and 

effective means to put Ben Bella under pressure by means of the PL 

480, yet without actually driving him into the hands of the Soviets. 

But Porter emphasized that unlike President Nasser of Egypt, Ben 

Bella did not create problems for the United States at least on Algerian 

soil until then .
8
  To conclude his views to Johnson, Mc George Bundy 

voiced his admiration for Porter whom he found aptly competent in 

conveying the point –of U.S. disappointment in him-  so frankly to 

Ben Bella , and yet managing to keep the lines of communication 

open between them. 

 Hence, American aid to Algeria was severely reduced along the 

Bundy-Porter proposed lines. For example, the first sanctions were 

applied to the quotas of January-February 1965 when portions of the 

consignments were secretly diverted to Morocco 
9
. As a consequence, 

the value of the PL 480 shrank from $53 million in 1964 to $24 

million in 1965. The nature of the aid package for that year consisted 

of commodities like flour, cooking oil, milk powder to go towards 

paying land rehabilitation workers, and some medical equipment for a 

hospital at Algiers as part of the MEDICO-CARE project .
10

 

 However, Secretary of State Dean Rusk wanted more pressure on 

Algeria. He was willing to bring the PL 480 down to the level of $20 

million for the year 1966 .
11

  By then, there developed a tripartite 
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conviction between Mc George Bundy, Porter and Rusk that Algerian 

aid should be trimmed even further in the absence of signs of 

gratefulness from the Algerian administration. In essence, they 

objected to Ben Bella‟s leftist pronouncements about crises such as 

Cuba, Vietnam, Congo and the Dominican Republic …etc. Still, they 

agreed that Algeria was one of the most six important countries of 

Africa that should be taken into consideration. Furthermore, by then, 

the United States had increased its stake in the Algerian desert by 

investing $100 million in varied oil projects .
12

  Financially, that was 

not a major interest yet, but it ended up as such over a decade later 

when the figure skyrocketed to a colossal $3 billion by 1980 .
13

  In 

this context of growing American assets in Algeria, one is tempted to 

understand that the United States maintaining of its uneasy ties with 

the Algerian government against all odds was driven mostly by the 

strategic consideration of American long term oil needs. 

 Nevertheless, it is to be appreciated that American governments of 

the 1960‟s were trying to be different from Truman‟s (1945-1952) and 

Eisenhower‟s (1953-1960) in dealing with newly-independent states. 

Whereas non-alignment and neutralism was not acceptable so far 

especially in John Foster Dulles‟s time, those principles became 

somewhat tolerated during Kennedy‟s mandate. Secretary Rusk 

confirmed that approach when he wrote: “We were not worried by 

those countries which chose not to take a position in the Cold 

War…..But we faced a problem with some third world leaders who 

were rascals, and others who had expansionist designs in their 

regions” .
14

 

 Anyway, American pressure was maintained on Algeria. Thus, 

only five days before Ben Bella‟s fall, Johnson allowed stopping aid 

to the country. On 14th June 1965, Rusk conveyed to Algerian 

Ambassador to Washington –Mr. Cherif Guellal- that the running 

programmes were coming to an end unless the Algerian government 

submitted a request for their continuation. There would be 

prolongation of funding only for two activities relating to hospitals 

and land rehabilitation until expiration of their budgets .
15

  It is not 

difficult to understand that the requirement of renewing Algerian 

application for American aid aimed to humble Ben Bella‟s 

revolutionary fervour. He had to admit openly -in public- his 

country‟s need for foreign help which would be a kind of moral 

undertaking not to be ungrateful to the United States in the future. 
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Thereafter, the component elements of the aid programme began to 

stop one by one because of budgeting delays, as in the case of the Soil 

Conservation Service, the Four Areas and the Care-Medico projects .
16

  

 In other words, the Johnson administration was laying the blame on 

Ben Bella for its Algerian sanctions. But Bella too blamed his 

country‟s internal difficulties squarely on the legacy of French 

imperialism and Western neo-colonial policies towards rising 

independent states and Third World countries in general. That is why 

he particularly took to task United States aggressive foreign policy for 

its negative hegemonic control over world events. Hence, his policy 

style was laden with populist revolutionary rhetoric and anti-American 

attitudes regarding most Cold War issues. In consequence, he sided 

with revolutionary movements in Africa struggling against western 

colonialism and sympathized with nationalist rebel groups fighting 

against corrupt or West-oriented conservative regimes. Seen otherwise 

he sought a growing role for Algeria to oppose western imperialism. 

However, it was believed that those goals were beyond Algeria‟s 

means unless Ben Bella set aside the country‟s immediate priorities of 

national development .
17

   

 But, what were Ben Bella‟s political thoughts and his appreciation 

of United States foreign policy, notably regarding his country. The 

Algerian internal situation prevailing between 1962 and 1965 was a 

critical one pregnant with events likely to materialize in the short 

term. One can summarily outline the main aspects of that congested 

situation without delving into the details with a view to highlighting 

Ben Bella‟s immediate predicament and so explain facets of his 

character and political behaviour.  

 Essentially, he confronted two major challenging tasks 

encompassing political and economic domains in his attempt to build 

the new Algerian state. On the political side, there were three phases 

of development characterized by an overspill of issues from pre-

independence days which persisted through the period 1963-1964.  

The first phase; August-September 1962; was used to lay the 

foundations of the new government such as electing the Constituent 

Assembly, enlarging the Political Bureau and launching the Algerian 

Republic.  

 Simultaneously and subsequently, the second phase; 1962-1963; 

was a period of serious misunderstanding and violent political fighting 

involving varied forces and leading figures over the orientation of the 
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country's institutions. In fact, the crisis came to an end only thanks to 

the intervention of the army in the many troubled regions of the 

country. The third phase; 1962-1964; saw the rise of the F.L.N. (Front 

de Liberation National) as the only legitimate national party of post-

independence Algeria and the exclusion of all other political 

organizations. Hence, many opposition leaders and rival parties chose 

to go underground for survival with the leading ones being the P.R.S, 

(Parti de la Révolution Socialiste of Mohammed Boudiaf), the F.F.S 

(Front des Forces Socialistes of Hocine Ait Ahmed) and few other 

such outlawed groups. This third phase was concluded with the 

election of Ben Bella as the country‟s first Head of State in September 

1963 and the adoption of Socialism as the country‟s system of 

government.
18

 

 In the economic field, Algerian independence meant the 

reconstruction of a war-torn country. The long colonial decades of 

land expropriation and resource exploitation had left Algeria bankrupt. 

Then, the departing one million strong French colons in the summer of 

1962 completed the drama of Algeria's destruction. Hence, at the last 

G.P.R.A meeting in Tripoli in June 1962, it was agreed that postwar 

reconstruction would follow a socialist model so as to involve all the 

active forces of the Algerian Revolution such as the peasantry, the 

army and the intelligentsia in the nation-building process. Such 

communal effort would in effect be a continuation of the war effort as 

experienced during the revolutionary period 1954-1962. In other 

words, the projected socialist society would be logically progressive 

and naturally anti-imperialistic .
19

 

 Therefore, the early economic and social national development 

strategies were nominally conceived in the context of the Tripoli 

Charter. For example, the year 1963 saw the adoption of legislation 

aimed at preventing the rise of an aristocratic or upper class in 

Algeria. This took the form of general nationalization policies of large 

estates and property inherited with independence in 1962, the 

institution of self-management systems for the state-owned farms or 

agricultural lands, and the creation of national agencies for the 

rehabilitation of the land. Additionally, a state agency for commerce 

was set up with exclusive prerogatives over internal and external 

trade. Similarly, labour agreements were entered into for the transfer 

of Algerian idle manpower to France. However, the Algerian 

leadership still imbued with traumatic colonial memories was 
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reluctant to see French control continue in the new Algeria. Thus, 

beginning in 1963, the economy was opened for partnership to other 

countries notably the United States. Consequently, by 1970, American 

companies were importing 10% of Algerian oil products. 
20

 Maybe, 

that was one more reason which boosted United States-Algerian 

relations in the volatile years of the 1960‟s in addition to the projected 

mid-term American investment plans in Algerian oilfields in the 

Sahara. 

 

The Cuban Crisis 

 In spite of improving economic cooperation between the two 

countries, American foreign policy was hardly appreciated by 

President Ben Bella particularly concerning imperialism-marked 

issues or Cold War questions.  Here, it should be pointed out that Ben 

Bella allows much consideration to the human as opposed to the 

professional factor in sizing up his partners. With respect to Kennedy, 

Ben Bella makes a distinction between the man as an old friend of the 

Algerian cause since the 1950‟s and the elected President „who is 

captive of the American system‟ .
21

 Ben Bella is respectful of 

Kennedy‟s humane nature, but he rejects his political personification 

of American institutions bent on expansionism and intimidation in 

dealing with rising states or nationalist leaders such as Cuba, Egypt, 

Ghana and Vietnam.   

 In any case, Cuba was Kennedy‟s most serious challenge during his 

whole presidency; 1961-1963, for trying him severely on two 

occasions, and also for opposing him to Ben Bella. He had to face the 

first test in the famously known episode of „the Bay of Pigs‟ Crisis. As 

a matter of fact, the test came down to him as a legacy from President 

Eisenhower who saw the crisis develop during his mandate and was 

determined to deal with it eventually when the time was fit. On 

leaving the White House in January 1961, Eisenhower broke off 

American relations with Cuba presenting thereby Kennedy with a fait 

accompli of an anti-Castro policy. What is more, the C.I.A was 

simultaneously engaged in the preparation of an anti-Castro coup that 

came in the form of a military invasion of the Bay of Pigs on 15 April 

1961. As the operation failed, the aggression turned into humiliation 

for the Kennedy administration which accepted responsibility for it .
22

  

No doubt that Kennedy‟s image of peaceful man was severely 
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tarnished for condoning what amounted to an imperialist policy in the 

eyes of his admirers inside and outside the country. 

 The second Cuban Crisis broke out coincidentally during Ben 

Bella's visit to the United States in October 1962. The trip was meant 

to celebrate the accession of Algeria to United Nations membership as 

the 108
th 

member state. But, soon the occasion turned into a severe test 

of American-Algerian relations as Ben Bella was faced with two 

critical problems; one relating to Cuba, the other to the Arab-Israeli 

Conflict.   

 

 Regarding Cuba, Ben Bella was embarrassed to receive an 

invitation from Kennedy to visit the White House shortly after 

receiving another one to visit Castro in Havana. So, when the White 

House was informed of Ben Bella‟s plan to honour the Cuban 

invitation, it expressed its disinclination to receive Ben Bella. 

Nevertheless, after the U.N. membership party, Ben Bella was 

received by Kennedy in the White House on 16
th

 October for another 

congratulatory party. Yet, Ben Bella fell in another embarrassing 

situation when he found he had to meet the presidents of South Korea 

and South Vietnam which the Algerian government was not ready to 

recognize yet. The two regimes were created by the American 

government in the 1950‟s and as such were considered puppet regimes 

by Algerian revolutionaries. It is not clear whether the White House 

sought to trick Ben Bella into striking a personal friendship with the 

two Asian leaders in the hope it would lead to future diplomatic 

relations between their respective countries or if Ben Bella was simply 

oversensitive to the event blowing it out of proportion as reported in 

his memoirs. It should be noted though that the two Asian regimes 

needed by then to get out of their isolation for closely identifying with 

American post-war expansionist strategy in Southeast Asia. 

 Ben Bella‟s memoirs also reveal that things went from bad to 

worse during that first contact with Kennedy. In one such face-to face 

meeting between them, the discussion became so tense and terribly 

undiplomatic for its excessively crude quality. The conversation 

focused on the American-Cuban misunderstanding rather than 

Algerian-American bilateral interests. Thus, Ben Bella squeezed 

Kennedy over his intimidating moves towards Cuba. In reaction, 

Kennedy explained that he would tolerate a version of Yugoslavian or 

Polish Communism in Cuba, but would never accept an expansionist 
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Communism bent on spreading the revolution in all Latin America. 

One assumes this to be a direct allusion to Che Guevara‟s role in 

exporting the Cuban Revolution to South America and Africa in the 

early 1960‟s. 

 Next, in the context of the developing Missile Crisis, which did not 

become public until 22
 
October, Kennedy told Ben Bella that he 

would not accept the presence of missile bases on the island. At this 

point, Ben Bella interjected to remind Kennedy that the United States 

was in control of a base at Guantanamo implying that logically that 

the United States was not in a position to deny to others what it was 

accepting for itself. Furthermore, Ben Bella went to the extent of 

reminding Kennedy that his administration was supporting corrupt 

regimes in the world while it was attacking nationalist leaders such as 

Castro and Nasser. Anyway, he remained unconvinced by Kennedy‟s 

argument .
23

 

 It is clear that Ben Bella sought to settle old scores over 

„„imperialism‟‟ as exemplified by the Cuban case once for all. If that 

was his aim, he certainly succeeded in stating Algeria‟s position on 

the question straight to Kennedy, although not knowing that there 

would never be any future meeting between the two men for ever. 

Strangely enough, Ben Bella let all his criticisms out so unreservedly 

in that single „Summit Meeting‟. He went as far as to blame Kennedy 

saying: “why do you victimize Castro? And why this entire embargo 

you impose on Cuba? You are warned that if you deal with us in the 

same way…as you did with him, you will get another Cuba in Africa”. 

Ben Bella recognizes that the exchange was “harsh and equally frank 

on both sides” .
24

 It is not to be found anywhere in the annals of 

diplomacy that a summit meeting has reached this level of exquisite 

unorthodoxy. Curiously, this extraordinary event has not been related 

in its fullest proportions by officials on the American side. 

 At this point, Ben Bella was well aware that little chance if any was 

left for improving American-Algerian relations after the heated 

debate. He wrote: “…I left Kennedy with no illusion about future 

American aid policy for Algeria, notably regarding the financial help 

we had been promised …which quickly went into oblivion” .
25

 So, the 

reduction of Algerian aid began early under President Kennedy in 

retaliation to Ben Bella‟s anti-imperialistic attitudes. To add insult to 

injury, Ben Bella flew to Havana on a Cuban plane that came to 

collect him right at New York. Being aware of the seriousness of the 
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situation, Ben Bella revealed his apprehension about the possibility of 

falling victim to some vengeful act at the hands of the C.I.A.  Yet, he 

concluded his statement praising Kennedy as a courageously honest 

man. He had personal appreciation for him for being a symbol of 

moderation amid forces of aggression and war that made up the 

American elite .
26

 Because of that special consideration for Kennedy‟s 

personality, he named a public square after him in Algiers on learning 

about his assassination on 22 November 1963. 

 Concerning the Arab cause, Ben Bella was in for another surprise.  

He found that segments of the American press had distorted his image 

depicting him as an anti-Semite. This, he interpreted as a plot 

engineered against him by imperialist circles connected to Jewish 

Zionism. In that respect, he stated: “….That Israel is a bridgehead for 

imperialism in the Middle East….. is doubtless fact to me”.  As to 

accusing him of anti-Semitism, that is because he unveiled the 

criminal role played by Israel in the Arab world .
27

 The American 

press was even more critical of him after discovering his plan to meet 

Castro. He wrote about it: “….From that point, the press went through 

a hysterical condition, and instantly I became a personification of the 

devil in all American media centers” .
28

 

 It is not devoid of meaning that no interviews or reports can be 

found in the American press on Ben Bella‟s first and last visit to the 

United States. The controversial contact that he had with Kennedy 

seems to have made snowball in the media. Surely, it must be an 

extremely odd case for the numerous American media groups with 

their incredible political diversity to show no interest in the Algerian 

experience because of Ben Bella‟s outspoken anti-Americanism and 

anti-Zionism.  However, to Ben Bella, the situation was indicative of 

an American deficit in sociability and human touch. As he put it: 

“...What seems to be lacking in America is contact between men. That 

is why its megacities looked packed with people, but remained 

socially awfully empty at the same time” .
29

 Obviously, Ben Bella 

meant the literal sense of the term, but the reader can also guess the 

implied deep-lying criticism of American straight-jacketed 

civilization.  

 The American side of the story is mostly available in Arthur 

Schlesinger‟s brief account which is a little different in substance. 

Schlesinger –Kennedy‟s personal assistant- emphasizes that Ben Bella 

refers all the goodness he saw in America to Kennedy personally. He 
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usually sent him his greetings through Ambassador William Porter 

whenever the latter returned to Washington. However, to Kennedy‟s 

astonishment and disappointment, he went from there directly on a 

visit to Castro for whom he had the same feeling as Kennedy. There, 

they issued a joint communiqué calling for American evacuation of 

Guantanamo” .
30

 Here, we can perceive Schlesinger‟s subtle irony to 

the effect that Ben Bella was naïve and somewhat unsophisticated in 

handling Kennedy and Castro sentimentally even-handedly. 

 According to Schlesinger, Kennedy too found Ben Bella sociable 

and honest. But, he considered his trip to Havana most puzzling, for it 

was either a case of genuine naivety or a premeditated affront to the 

United States. Anyway, Ben Bella kept sending his greetings to 

Kennedy on the one hand while praising the Cubans and the Viet 

Minh (Communist guerillas fighting in South Vietnam) and 

denouncing United States imperialism on the other hand 
31

.   

 American-Algerian relations were tested once more in the second 

crisis; namely: The Missile Crisis of October 1962. On discovering 

the presence of Soviet missile launch pads in Cuba, the American 

government went into round-the-clock high level consultations and 

meetings. Military and political leaders sought to work out strategic 

plans to retaliate against the missile threat. Thus, on 22 October, a 

quarantine zone was declared around Cuba to prevent the entry of new 

equipment to the island. Also, warnings were issued to the Soviet 

Union that its transportation ships would be checked to get into the 

area or be fired on eventually in case of resistance.  Simultaneously, it 

was asked of N.A.T.O. to lend assistance in case confrontation broke 

out with Russia. Next, the United States endeavoured to secure the 

support of the United Nations and the Non-Aligned countries. Indeed, 

the Third World War seemed imminent with both superpowers getting 

ready for a nuclear stand-off.  It was a close call, had it not been for 

the marathon negotiations and compromises achieved during the 

critical period, 15-28 October, leading to a face-saving bilateral 

superpower understanding. Thus, it was agreed that the Soviet Union 

would remove its missiles from Cuba against the withdrawal of 

American (Jupiter) missiles from Turkey. Additionally, the United 

States undertook not to carry out any invasion operations of Cuba in 

the future .
32

  

 There is no official Algerian position on the issue, although the 

above-mentioned Castro-Ben Bella Communiqué suggests that 
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Algeria was all out for Cuba. Ben Bella‟s memoirs barely touch on the 

point avoiding a clear cut position. However, Schlesinger asserts that 

contact was made over the issue with Ben Bella who promised to 

withhold fuel supply to Soviet aircraft at Algiers if things went to the 

worse .
33

 This seems a bit strange knowing Algeria‟s close ties to the 

U.S.S.R. On the other hand, one might assume that Ben Bella knew 

the Soviets would not need Algerian help with so many neighbouring 

Arab countries offering their services. As for Kennedy, he apparently 

held no grudge against Ben Bella's concerning the Cuban row. 

According to Schlesinger, because Kennedy felt personally related to 

the Algerian Revolution, he remained interested in the country's post 

independence national development.  He always enquired from Porter 

about Ben Bella‟s well being to the point of requiring a facial 

description of Ben Bella in conjunction with any message that may 

have been destined to him through Porter. Ben Bella in turn preserved 

his feelings of friendship for Kennedy to the point of mourning him on 

his death .
34

 

 

L. B. Johnson’s ‘‘Jingoism’’ 

 American priorities changed in the first year of Johnson's 

presidency; November 1963-January 1965. According to Rusk, 

Johnson‟s main worries narrowed down to the Vietnam problem and 

the Great Society .
35

 So, though Vietnam was gaining primacy, the 

President wanted to improve the social conditions of American 

citizens notably the lower classes which began to agitate in that 

turbulent period of the early1960‟s.  Indeed, much of that decade was 

stained with social conflict, violent racial confrontation and civil 

rights activism. It culminated in the assassination of great figures such 

as Malcolm X in 1965, Robert Kennedy in 1967, Martin Luther King 

in 1968 and Fred Hampton in 1969. It also led to the formation of 

rebel movements such as the pacifist Hippies or the radical Black 

Panthers. Understandably, it was pressing for Johnson to work out 

social miracles especially as domestic life began to react to foreign 

policy. 

 Vietnam is the one leading topic that consumed American interest 

for the whole following decade and affected much of world opinion 

and international relations. Hence, a brief review of this question and 

the stages of its transformation into a time-bomb is in order to assess 

its impact on American-Algerian ties. Firstly, the Vietnam story began 
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with its independence from France in 1954 which also was the year 

when the Algerian Revolution kicked off. The Vietnam problem was 

not solved at the Geneva Conference in the summer of 1954 as the 

issue of administering the country in the form of two separate regions 

remained hanging. Under the influence of the two superpowers, by 

1956, there emerged a Communist government in North Vietnam and 

a liberal capitalist system in South Vietnam.  

 The second most important development was the formation of the 

South East Treaty Organization (S.E.A.T.O) in September 1954 under 

the leadership of the United States with the aim of checking the 

communist expansion in East Asia. Under a special protocol, the 

treaty was extended to cover South Vietnam making American-South 

Vietnamese cooperation in security and defense matters a forgone 

conclusion for Eisenhower and all the following Presidents .
36

 From 

then on, North Vietnam became in the eyes of American leaders a 

potential threat to South Vietnam‟s existence notably for claiming the 

right to reunify both sections as in the old days preceding French 

colonial rule. Thus, gradually a guerilla communist movement known 

as the Viet Minh developed in the South bent on toppling the pro-

American regime in Saigon. Obviously, the Viet Minh organization 

was coached by the North Vietnamese forces called the Viet Cong, 

and its survival almost guaranteed by their unconditional support in 

the face of mounting repression of the successive Saigon military 

dictators.  

 By the time of Johnson‟s access to the presidency, tension was 

running high in South Vietnam owing to the increasing confrontation 

between the Viet Minh and the South Vietnamese forces. Hence, the 

American administration began to intensify its support for the Saigon 

government on the basis of the SEATO understanding. That was the 

situation until in August 1964 when it was announced that two United 

States warships were subject to communist aggression in the Tonkin 

Gulf. On the express order of Johnson, the Congress voted the Tonkin 

Gulf Resolution authorizing retaliation on North Vietnamese targets 

leaving all discretion to the President. Thereafter, the Resolution was 

used as a declaration of war on North Vietnam with the American 

army determining the conditions of its implementation. That is how 

the civil strife that had been inter-Vietnamese for years gradually 

turned into an American-Vietnamese conflict. 
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 When Johnson secured a new presidential term in November 1964, 

he turned his attention wholly to the simmering Asian crisis. However, 

the issue was to take all his term and even threaten the country‟s 

already shaken social cohesion. Beginning in February 1965, military 

operations were expanded inside North Vietnam along an aerial 

bombing strategy that aimed to erase the Viet Cong bases. As a 

consequence, the American troop buildup in South Vietnam jumped 

from 25.000 in November 1964 to 165.000 one year later. This critical 

transformation of the Vietnam conflict became known as „the 

Americanization of the War‟ denoting a shift of fighting roles and 

duties between South Vietnamese and American forces. As a backlash 

to that swift sinking into the Asian quagmire, American opinion grew 

hostile to the war causing Johnson to relinquish the option of a second 

mandate. In March 1968, he announced his decision to that effect 

ending thereby the first episode of the Vietnam War. The Second 

episode began with Nixon‟s access to the White House in January 

1969, and continued till the end of the conflict in the mid-1970's. 

 Anyway, President Johnson faced Ben Bella‟s harsh criticisms just 

as Kennedy had before him. But Johnson too began to apply the 

sanctions prescribed earlier on by the State Department and the N.S.C 

to bring Ben Bella „back to his senses‟. Finally, in June 1965, just five 

days before the Algiers coup that placed Colonel Houari Boumediene 

in power; all American aid programmes to Algeria were terminated. 

Thus, with the departure of Kennedy first and then Ben Bella from the 

political scene, the first stage of United States-Algerian relations came 

abruptly to an end, and a disappointing one for that matter.  

 

Conclusion 

In reviewing the two countries‟ bilateral relations in the formative 

period from October 1962 through June 1965, one can perceive the 

difficult start that characterized that beginning. This is traceable 

through both administrations; namely Kennedy‟s till November 1963, 

and Johnson‟s thereafter. Under the former, the American government 

tried to win over the Algerian leadership by showing much sympathy 

towards the new state and offering to help in the development of the 

country in critical socio-economic areas. Much magnanimously and 

voluntarily, the Kennedy government provided symbolic aid and 

encouraged Algerian oil imports to the United States.  
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On the contrary, the Ben Bella administration was not totally 

receptive to American overtures especially if it meant to temper with 

their radical political orientation and anti-imperialist foreign policy. 

Right from the beginning, Ben Bella adopted a dual political style in 

dealing with the United States. On the one hand, he expressed his 

appreciation of Kennedy‟ friendship to Algeria, and on the other hand 

never missed an occasion to vilify United States foreign policy. 

Whether, it was Cuba, the Congo or Vietnam, he always found fault 

with the American position on those thorny Cold War issues. More so, 

Ben Bella also found irrefutable proof of American imperialism in 

United States alignment with Morocco against Algeria during the 

border conflict in October 1963. With the death of Kennedy, the dice 

was cast for an uneasy relational pattern between the two countries in 

the future. 

Under Johnson, the misunderstanding went further and entailed 

retaliatory sanctions between the two sides. First, the American 

administration began to curtail the Algerian aid programme. Then, it 

conditioned all improvement in bilateral relations on a genuine 

revision of Ben Bella‟s anti-American attitudes. But, Ben Bella‟s 

rising star among revolutionary leaders like Nasser and Castro, and 

within revolutionary movements in Black Africa made him further 

sensitive to American imperialism especially as the Vietnam problem 

began to flare up. Ben Bella saw another instance of American 

interventionist imperialism in the case of the Dominican Crisis in 

April 1965.  In summary, it is no exaggeration to say that the early 

turbulences that crippled American-Algerian relations developed not 

out of national differences between Kennedy and Ben Bella but 

instead due to Cold War considerations. What was worse, under 

Johnson, the issue became the incompatibility of American neo-

colonial foreign policy style with Ben Bella‟s radical revolutionary 

doctrines. 
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Abstract 
The postcolonial African writers offer an alternative discourse which is 

oppositional and contestatory. By rewriting and redefining their culture and 

history, they subvert the dominant European discourse. In the postcolonial 

view, reality becomes complex and hybrid. The realist mode in African 

writing has been replaced by new stylistic features and literary tropes which 

transcend or disrupt the limits and perceptions of realism. Satire is one of 

these literary tropes. Before dealing with satire and the carnivalized 

discourse in some of Ngugi’s and Armah’s texts, I will  first refer to some 

theoretical definitions of postcolonial satire along with  Mikhail Bakhtin’s 

concepts of  “grotesque realism” and folk laughter as a means of 

understanding  the comic nature of the vision of both writers. 

 

Résumé 
La satire, qui est l’objet de notre 

étude,  est l’une des stratégies 

génériques, rhétoriques et politiques 

utilisées dans le discours postcolonial 

pour offrir  une vision moins 

eurocentrique. Certains textes 

romanesques de Ngugi wa Thiong’o 

et  de Ayi Kwei Armah réorientent 

quelques  notions satiriques 

occidentales en offrant des exemples, 

de satire en termes d’hybridité, de 

syncrétisme, de multidirectionalité et 

de protestation anticoloniale. Notre 

étude est en partie basée sur certains 

fondements théoriques puisés de 

l’oralité ainsi que de certains 

éléments du carnavalesque ou du  

réalisme grotesque Bakhtinien. 

 

 

 Against the African socio-

economic and political disaster 

brought about by the “suns of 

independences”, the peoples’ 

hopes and aspirations were 

thwarted.
1 

Within a still-born 

independence and a short-lived 

euphoria, most African writers 

accounted for the prevailing 

mood of disillusionment. They 

quickly began to perceive that 

that their “revolution” has been 

“derailed” and their hopes have 

been “punctured” (18), to 

borrow Lazarus’s terminology, 

and “a rhetoric of disillusion 

began to replace the earlier 

utopian rhetoric in their work.”
2
 

They confronted their realities 

with a mixture of guilt  
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and a sense of betrayal. Most writers in the late 1960s responded to 

these harsh truths of independent society with disillusionment and a 

weary, „post-political‟ cynicism. In the late 1970s, analysts of African 

literature have detected the beginnings of a more “forward-looking 

post-disillusionment trend.”
3 

Writers began to understand that the 

roots of social contradictions were not racial but are rather class-

bound. Some works representative of this period include Ngugi's 

Petals of Blood
4 

and Devil on The Cross
5
. Some other writers sought a 

regenerating myth which counteracted the people‟s alienation with 

blackness. The example is Armah in Two Thousand Seasons
6
, The 

Healers and Osiris Rising and even his latest novel KMT: In the 

House of Life- An Epistemic Novel
7
. 

Post-independence African literature identifies itself with “the 

broad movement of resistance to, and transformation of, colonial 

societies.”
8 

Many African novelists initiated an oppositional discourse 

wherein, by rewriting and redefining their culture and history, they 

countered the vision embedded in the colonial discourse. By 

subverting the dominant discourse, they offer an alternative discourse 

which is rather contestatory. One can hear voices which give agency 

to the African subjects and re-inscribe their own narrative on the 

Western narrative, thus re-interpreting history from their own 

perspective.
9
John  Erickson points out that postcolonial writers work 

“to subvert the reigning discourse” and offer another discourse that  

“calls in question the philosophical (logocentric, eurocentric) precepts 

upon which the narrative rests.” 
10

 

In her discussion of literary styles and themes in resistance 

literature, Benita Parry underlines the importance of innovative styles 

in subverting colonial discourse. In this context, she echoes Frantz 

Fanon‟s view which claims that by borrowing the white man‟s 

aestheticism in writing an oppositional discourse, the post-colonial 

intellectual must create a literature of resistance which will disrupt 

literary styles and themes, construct a completely new audience and 

shape national consciousness.
11

 Parry underlines that there are many 

textual procedures that can act as oppositional and subversive. Among 

the procedures she enumerates are: “the fantastic and the fabulous, the 

grotesque and the disorderly, the parodic reiteration or inversion of 

dominant codes, the deformation of master trope, the estrangement of 

received usage, the fracture of authorised syntax.” 
12
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In this article I will try to show through a comparative perspective 

how, like Parry and Fanon, both Armah and Ngugi, especially in their 

late period, call for the disruption of  

“literary styles and themes.” I will also try to show that they both 

move away from unilateral ways of thinking and develop subversive 

and contestatory modes of writing which surpass the realism of the 

literature of resistance. In the postcolonial view, reality becomes 

complex and hybrid. The mimetic, realist mode of narration in African 

writing is replaced by new stylistic features and literary tropes which 

transcend or rather disrupt the limits and perceptions of realism. Their 

carnivalized discourse is seen through satire as one of these literary 

tropes. But before dealing with some illustrations from Ngugi‟s and 

Armah‟s texts, I will refer to some theoretical definitions of 

postcolonial satire along with  Mikhail Bakhtin‟s concepts of  

“grotesque realism” and folk laughter as a means of understanding  

the comic nature of the vision of both writers. Both writers use folk 

laughter and the grotesque in their texts to convey their political 

themes. I will attempt to shed light on some of the aspects of the 

carnivalesque relying on some examples from both writers‟ novels. I 

will put much more focus on the satirical undertones, showing  the 

instances of comedy, carnival laughter, the language of the people, 

and the grotesque-exaggerations, hyperbole, degradations, scatological 

and bodily references . 

 Armah, in his late period, starting with TTS till his latest 

production, KMT: In the House of Life- An Epistemic Novel (2002),
 

has gradually withdrawn from the Western generic conventions and, 

through “abrogation and reconstruction”, he has adopted new forms 

drawn from orature and the language of scribes and griots. As for 

Ngugi, besides giving his narratives the flavor of orature and 

colloquiality, his radical decision to bid farewell to English in his two 

latest novels is part of this disruption. In Matigari13 he moves away 

from the obtrusive Marxist discourse and materialist didacticism of 

POB and adopts a non-materialist discourse wherein the narrative 

mode draws largely on magic realism. The latter is among the textual 

strategies that Ngugi uses to subvert the dominant European 

discourses and challenge the established mode of perception and 

rationalism. The strategy of using the supernatural helps him 

transcend the strict ideological space of materialism and broaden the 

scope of combat peripheral strategies against the dominant centre. 
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Indeed, in their late novels, Ngugi‟s and Armah‟s narrative 

experiments match the postcolonial literary project because they both 

subvert and appropriate the dominant European discourse. They resort 

to some modes of discourse such as the carnivalesque and other 

satirical disruptive strategies which, with their subversive potential, 

further enhance the idea of resistance in their novels. Most Armah‟s 

and Ngugi‟s novels satirize contemporary power elites for betraying 

the promise of independence. They both use folk culture, laughter, and 

a carnival utopian spirit to oppose the “comprador” and “imperialist” 

bourgeois neocolonial authorities in Ngugi‟s case and to denounce 

ostentation in Armah‟s. These satiric representations, in which 

politicians become caricatures and grotesques, often imply that the 

horrors of neo-colonialism can be attributed in part to lessons learned 

and examples followed during colonial rule, particularly by 

collaborators. Ngugi‟s successful artistic achievement in such a 

discourse is partly due to his reliance on orature and more specifically 

on some traits of the giccandi text. Likewise, Armah‟s major 

successful artistic achievement is his deliberate conflation of the novel 

genre with other modes of historical narration from the African oral 

tradition. 

Through his reliance on allegory and fantasy, Ngugi‟s DOC and 

later Matigari, move away from models of the traditional European 

realist novel. Whereas his early fiction has focused on objectifying the 

cruelties of the post-colonial situation with an underlying aspiration 

for revolution, in Matigari , despite its underlying revolutionary spirit, 

he seems to realise the historical limitations of Marxism and its 

resultant rigidity and inadequacy to the Kenyan context. Ngugi drops 

the blatant Marxist discourse of POB and resorts to a rather non-

materialist discourse through the use of supernatural elements. On the 

one hand,the strategy of using the supernatural enables him to cast 

aside the reiterated and almost crabbed Marxist jargon used so far to 

challenge the present order. On the other hand, the supernatural device 

helps him transcend the strict ideological space of materialism and 

broaden the scope of combat strategies in confrontation with dominant 

ideology.  

Despite polemical debates among theorists about what satire is or 

does, it is commonly agreed that it is meant to target “ an object of 

attack” 
14

 which has either a general or specific existence in the 

historical, material world of “ social reality”
15

  outside the satiric text 
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itself. It is also “ameliorative in its intention”
16  

and that 
  

the satiric 

discourse as a “multi-pronged tool of resistance”  requires a concept 

of multi-directionality of satiric critique. In the African context, Ngugi 

advises that “when discussing any satirist . . . we must see him in his 

social and political setting.”
17 

  

As for the carnivalesque discourse, its major feature of a hybrid 

consciousness is syncretism, a mixing of styles and cultural traditions. 

In the history of art and of religion, it was considered as the impure, 

the deviation from the canon, the anti-hierarchical. In recent literary 

theories, however, syncretism has been revalorised: it can be related to 

what Mikhail Bakhtin called the carnivalesque element in literature. 

„Carnival,‟ according to Bakhtin, is a syncretic form which  turns the 

world upside-down. The carnivalized discourse is based on the 

reversal of hierarchies, exaggeration, laughter, the fusion of negative 

and positive characteristics, parody, the levelling of the sacred and the 

profane, the fusion of the body with the world and the mixing of 

categories in general. Folk culture, laughter, and a carnival utopian 

spirit are used  to oppose the “comprador” and “imperialist” bourgeois 

neo-colonial authorities in his later works. Degradation, according to 

Bakhtin, is the essential principle of carnivalesque discourse: 

The essential principle of grotesque realism is degradation, 

that is the lowering of all that is high, spiritual, ideal, abstract: 

it is a transfer to the material level, to the sphere of earth and 

body in their indissoluble unity.
18  

For Bakhtin, the novel‟s dialogic nature dramatizes the encounter of 

official languages with unofficial “lower” languages, and the struggle 

of “authoritative discourse” with “internally persuasive discourse in 

ideological consciousness. (Dialogic, 273) 

Therefore, carnival in literature means the grotesque and the 

hybrid, satire and parody, polyphony and ambiguity. The emphasis is  

on the bodily, baser instincts, eccentric, abnormal and indecent 

behaviour and the violation of good manners and social rules. While 

Bakhtin discusses medieval and Renaissance folk humour, both Ngugi 

and Armah write about a post-colonial African society suffering from 

imperialism and neo-colonialism. Still, there is a striking similarity 

between Bakhtin‟s description of medieval culture and the situation of 

the contemporary African intellectual and novelist. For example, he 

emphasizes that “the men of the Middle Ages participated in two 

lives: the official and the carnival life.” 
19 

Similarly, many African 
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intellectuals are men of two worlds- the European and the African. Or, 

addressing the “language problem” of the Middle Ages, Bakhtin notes 

that “the line of demarcation between two cultures- the official and the 

popular- was drawn along the line dividing Latin from the vernacular” 

(Dialogic, 465). Similarly, the writers under study, especially Ngugi, 

have been caught up between an official language (the colonial) and a 

popular one (the indigenous African language). As Bakhtin comments, 

“The vernacular …brought new forms … the „lowly,‟ mostly 

humorous genres, the free speech of marketplace.”(Dialogic, 465-66). 

As for Ngugi and Armah, the use of songs, proverbs, folk-storytelling, 

excremental images, scatological references, and the like represents 

their attempt to incorporate the vernacular. 

Bakhtin‟s carnival spirit is seen  through what he  calls 

“grotesque realism”. The latter focuses primarily on the body- on 

images of bodily life in relation to the earth (which is in essence also a 

body): 

   In “grotesque realism. . . the bodily element is deeply 

positive. It is presented not in  a private , egoistic form, 

severed from the other spheres of life, but as something 

universal, representing all the people. . . it makes no pretense 

to renunciation of the earthly, or independence of the earth 

and the body “(Dialogic ,19). 

“Grotesque realism” involves exaggeration, wild hyperbole, the 

immeasurable - all of which have “a positive, assertive 

character.”(Dialogic ,19) “The leading themes of these images of 

bodily life are fertility, growth, and a brimming-over abundance. . . 

[And]. . . The essential principle of grotesque realism is degradation.” 

( Dialogic,219) 

In Armah‟s fiction the way false consciousness, ostentation and 

corruption are attacked almost inevitably takes the form of satire: the 

narrative technique reflects the ideological content. The satirical mode 

can be a healing recourse for Armah‟s endemic society. Satire often 

goes together with utopian thinking. The one is a critique of the real 

world in the name of something better, the other is a hopeful construct 

of a world that might be. Northrop Frye considers satire as one of the 

four major myths. He suggests  a description of the genre which aptly 

applies to Armah‟s work: “Satire demands at least a token fantasy, a 

content which the reader, recognizes as grotesque, and at least an 

implicit moral standard, the latter being essential in a militant attitude 
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to experience.”
 

(Anatomy, 224) Armah‟s “militant attitude to 

experience” is evident in the absence of compromise in his portrayal 

of the grotesque. His satire is basically the examination of a failed 

promise, particularly the discrepancies between appearance and reality 

which he seems to see as a characteristic of life in post-colonial 

African societies.  

In TTS, Armah has coined the phrase “ostentatious cripples” to 

portray those who create high images of themselves through their 

extravagant clothing, oversize gestures, huge accumulations of goods 

and titles or praise names, and vast pretentious devotion to dress, 

social ceremony, fashionable exchange and the like. In moral terms 

such self-seeking infatuation can only lead to corrupt and worthless 

conduct. To depict the self-inflating ways of the “ ostentatious 

cripples” Armah uses  the magnifying tendency as a satiric technique 

which renders in the largest terms the ludicrous pretensions to 

greatness of men and women completely lacking in that quality.  

Likewise, in The Beautyful Ones, Koomson seeks to magnify his 

worth and further amplify his image by surrounding himself with 

many expensive objects. Also, Estella Koomson speaks with the air of 

a sophisticated cosmopolitan lady one far above the likes of the man 

and his wife. In Fragments20, Brempong and the other government 

officials also show this air of greatness, which is in sharp contrast with 

their low moral stature. One of the most memorable portraits is that of 

the stooge Kamuzu in TTS, whose ego is so bloated that in his blind 

quest for greatness he becomes a source of amusement to the people 

around him. 

In The Beautyful Ones, magnification is used to reinforce ridicule.  

Koomson is described in terms of his love for material possessions 

and luxury; at no point does Armah dwell on any positive attributes he 

may have. Nor is anything said about Estella Koomson to make her a 

more rounded figure: like her husband she is portrayed in a manner 

deigned to make us despise her. The same is true of the man‟s mother-

in-law, who we never quite see but whose negative influence prevails 

in the man‟s household. 

The negative or positive attributes of Armah‟s characters are often 

brought out in the way they are described when they first make their 

appearance. The lack of authorial sympathy for Amankwa, the timber 

merchant, is evident when he arrives in the man‟s office looking for 

someone to bribe:  
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 In through the door came a belly swathed in kente cloth. The 

feet beneath the belly dragged themselves and the mass above 

in little arcs, getting caught in angular ends of heavy cloth.. . 

The visitor‟s mouth was a wolf shape. . .  His wolf mouth was 

agape in a gesture that must have been meant for a smile, a 

thing that was totally unnecessary and irritating.(The 

Beautyful, 27) 

Amankwa‟s  undesirable character and evil intentions are proclaimed 

by his very appearance, and from the rather unkind reference to his 

teeth (at one point he is referred to simply as “the teeth,”) we know 

that he embodies the grotesque values prevailing in Ghanaian society, 

a conclusion subtly suggested by the implied relationship between the 

teeth and the whole man. 

 In Osiris Rising the exaggerated physical attributes function as 

indexes of the characters‟ inner perversion or moral bankruptcy- a 

narrative strategy which gives monstrous negative characteristics to 

the villain of the piece and other villainous characters, while the 

protagonist and her associates are endowed with the positive values of 

the society. Seth, the villain par excellence is described in the 

following terms: 

The man had been fleshy as an undergraduate. But now a 

new dimension had been added to his mass, filling him out, 

as if a study of his body had been conducted, then tight wads 

of meat forced into all areas under the skin. The result 

looked monstrously solid. . .  the smile on his face looked far 

from uncomfortable, connecting overdeveloped jaws with 

the heavy muscles on his huge , short neck.(Osiris, 27) 

Obscene obesity of the kind is a physical attribute which Armah has 

used as an index of a sumptuous parasitic life- style achievable only 

by Africa‟s leaders and their hangers-on. 

In The Beautyful Ones, there is a strong link between scatology and 

political satire. In his grotesque vision excrement and its attendant 

corporeal elements such as phlegm, vomit, sweat, and blood are 

shown as “an index of moral and political outrage”
21

 in the new 

bureaucratic and corrupt Ghana. Ugliness, excrement and decay are 

chosen as the metaphors by which Armah renders vivid and pungent 

his statement of the moral corruption of Ghana. In his Ghana the 

details are grotesque. Thus for instance, the timber contractor who 

appears in the novel characteristically to offer a bribe is singularly 
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grotesque; the walls of the latrine at the Railways are encrusted with 

bits of excrement; we are given a brief but sickening glimpse of a 

mother sucking mucus from her child‟s nostrils; the conductor of 

singularly decrepit bus clears his throat and eats the phlegm. At the 

primary level these sordid details serve to provide a heightened 

portrait of the physical squalor in which the average Ghanaian finds 

himself and from which he finds it necessary to escape by whatever 

foul means. It is from this accursed place where everything stinks and 

nothing works that the politicians run in obscene haste. In this novel, 

excrement assumes a variety of figurative meanings: shit acts as a 

material sign of underdevelopment; as a symbol of excessive 

consumption; and as an image of wasted political energies. It is no 

surprise to associate satire with excremental language because as Irvin 

Ehrenpreis notes, “satire is traditionally associated with filth, and the 

satirist is described as throwing turds and urine on those whom he 

ridicules.”
22 

Along with the magnifying tendency Armah also frequently uses 

parody and ridicule to express his indignation. In TTS the “utterers” 

are particularly vicious in their use of invective and ridicule, as in this 

merciless outpouring about one of the kings : 

 Which shall we now choose to remember of the many idiocies 

our tolerance has supported ? Shall we remember Ziblim the 

heavy one, heavy not like a living elephant but like infirm 

mud, he who wanted every new bride‟s hymen as his boasting 

prize, but turning the tears of women into laughter when they 

found this massive would-be king had not the blood in him for 

entering the widest open door ?( TTS ,63)  

 
The unnatural behaviour of African leaders are mimicked by Etse, 

the skilful impersonator. Etse, we are told, has seen much that is funny 

in the country‟s new leaders, and he has made a habit out of 

dramatizing their folly for his friends‟ entertainment: 

 First, he has the governor getting ready to see his 

servants, taking up a helmet with feathers taller than 

himself and marching under it. Then, when the governor 

sat down, this joker Etse would pause to play another 

part. Like a penitent thief he would come smiling up to 

the governor‟s seat and stammer , „Massa, I have some 

news for you, sah.‟ (African leader‟s smile.) Turning 
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quickly and sitting down as the governor, Etse would ask 

„Yes, what is it boy ?‟ 

 „Sah ! our leader would say, „mah contrey people no 

happy.‟ 

„What ! After everything we‟ve done for them ?‟ 

„Yessah.‟ 

„The ungrateful devils !‟ 

„yessah.‟ 

„Now, boy, tell me. What is it they want ?‟ 

 The leadership smile expands. „Massa, if you make me 

head man, mah contrey people go happy again.‟ Wider. 

Bow. Look of affection and gratitude.( TTS 83)   
Indeed, this is not a realistic dialogue; it is hard to think of even the 

most servile African leader speaking in this way to a colonial 

governor. However, this is the way an African servant or cook would 

speak to his European master in the colonial days, and through Etse‟s 

mimicking act Armah is suggesting that the relationship between the 

new African leaders and the colonial rulers was no different. By 

treating an elevated subject in a trivializing and contemptuous manner 

Armah deflates his satiric target and reveals the truth through subtle 

comparison.  

 Armah also uses the device of reduction whenever he has an 

opportunity to describe his favourite targets, the Senior Service men. 

In The Beautyful Ones two such gentlemen are the subject of one of 

Armah‟s most derisive descriptions as they strut around on a golf 

field : 

Five white men and three white women came down the road. 

Hidden in the group, in stiff white uniform, were two Ghanaian 

men with prosperous –looking bellies. Four little boys struggled 

behind them all, carrying their bags and sticks. As they went past, 

one of the black men laughed in a forced Senior Service way and, 

smiling into the face of one of the white men, kept saying, „Jolly 

good shot, Himmy. Jolly good.‟ 

He was trying to speak like a white man, and the sound that 

came out of his mouth reminded the listener of a constipated man , 

straining in his first minute on top of the lavatory seat. The white 

man grimaced and made a reply in steward boy English : „Ha, too 

good eh?‟ The black men both laughed out loud, and the one who 

had spoken put both hands to his paunch.(The Beautyful Ones, 125) 
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In the above quote Armah uses disparaging similes for comic satiric 

effect. In Fragments we are told that Brempong‟s smile is “like 

something learned from the advertisements for beer or whisky or 

cigarettes made especially for the new Africans.”(60) Such 

comparisons, as well as being part of the reducing scheme, also serve 

to advance the satiric project of reminding the audience that people are 

often not as they appear.  

To ridicule his targets Armah sometimes uses another satiric 

device : the fools‟ carnival, a gathering of dunces whose stupidity is 

the ource of the reader‟s laughter. In The Beautyful Ones the spectacle 

is presented indirectly through the story told by Koomson after he has 

had a few beers at the man‟s home. The story is about the time the 

government invited a foreign expert to talk to the ministers and party 

officials about economic development; a common practice in many of 

the so-called developing nations. Koomson confesses that he was 

unimpressed because, among other things, the man “was dressed like a 

poor man.”(132) He goes on to tell his story “They say he was telling 

us how to make poor countries rich….Left this country.” (The 

Beautyful Ones ,132-134) What Armah is in effect doing here is using 

Koomson to satirize him and the ruling class he represents. In fact, 

this is the “multidirectionality” of satire. As Frank Palmeri explains: 

The more complex and subversive narrative satires incorporate 

more than a single instance of parodic energy: after parodying 

a prevailing perspective, these satires go on to parody their 

own parodic inversion .
23 

The politicians laugh at the Professor, and we in turn laugh at the 

politicians, and the story teller who sees in this demonstration of 

collective stupidity and irresponsible levity a source of amusement.  

As for Ngugi, he develops a comic vision through a language 

of the grotesque in order to achieve a more thorough critique of 

Kenyan society. It is to be underlined that Ngugi‟s late novels shift 

from the buildungsroman to the post-modern carnival. There is a shift 

in focus from the individual‟s social integration and spiritual healing 

to the community‟s economic and cultural alienation. 

In DOC, Ngugi has intended to break the formalistic barriers 

that would destroy his content. This is clearly stated in Detained: A 

Writers Prison Diary, as he says: 

. . . I would use any and everything I had ever learnt about the 

craft of fiction –allegory, parable, satire, narrative, description, 
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reminiscence, flash-back, interior monologue, stream of 

consciousness, dialogue and drama- provided it came naturally 

in the development of character, theme and story.( Detained,8) 

Like Armah, Ngugi‟s satiric methods in DOC are very varied. They 

range from visual symbolism of the seven representatives of neo-

colonial power, each wearing suits made out of paper money of their 

respective homelands, to the self-exposure of the contestants through 

their speeches on the methods and motives with which they 

manipulate the Kenyan economy. These „apostles‟ of neo-colonialism 

are often caricatured. (See DOC, 99-186) 

Contemporary Kenya is depicted as an almost Kafkaesque 

nightmare in which even Mwieri, the nationalist businessman, who is 

told that “freedom” is the “ freedom . . . to rob and steal according to 

one‟s abilities”(DOC, 173), is assassinated for advocating a Kenyan, 

not an international, capitalist future ; and Ngugi‟s novel outlines the 

sides for a political struggle according to traditional Marxist 

paradigms. Still, Ngugi‟s comic vision is at the heart of his political 

message, and that comic vision relies on the grotesque for its 

effectiveness. 

In the Devil‟s cave, “the finest of houses” (DOC, 92), Wariinga 

witnesses the competition to see who will be hired by foreign 

companies. Contestants try to prove their prowess as robbers and 

thieves: not petty thieves, but on an “international” scale, “those who 

steal because their bellies are full” (95). They are rapacious exploiters, 

cunning and unrepentant. They are also buffoons -ludicrous, black 

“Europeans”, given to gluttony and lust thinly veiled by a pretended 

respectability. They measure their worth in houses, cars, mistresses, 

and conspicuous consumption of food and alcohol. Their rise to 

wealth has been smoothed by the manoeuvring of their fathers before 

and after independence. They used the methods of the whites and sold 

themselves for white businessmen who need black faces to continue to 

exploit the people of Kenya. Cunning slaves, they willingly sell to 

foreigners the resources of their country and the best interests of its 

people. As a group, they cooperate in sharing bribery and favours, all 

of which are necessary, according to them, for commerce and justice 

in Kenya. They are the personification of evil and the agents of neo-

colonial exploitation. Thus, the comprador bourgeoisie is the primary 

subject of DOC, presented in satirical caricatures against the backdrop 
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of the struggle of one of their innocent victims for some measure of 

human dignity. 
 Ngugi uses the Bakhtinian notion of the grotesque and obscenity by 

turning the rulers of post-colony into objects of ridicule. In the 

process, he transcends the limitations Bakhtin imposes on the two 

terms by suggesting that the grotesque and the obscene are not simply 

confined to the province of the ruled, but could be extended to the 

rulers. It is to the local comprador bourgeoisie, who boast about their 

cleverness and their cunning on how to steal from the people as well 

as how to bow to foreign control, that the grotesque is restricted. In 

the Devil‟s feast each participant demonstrates in a blunt testimony 

that the post-colony has been turned into a stage for bizarre self-

gratification; an absurd display of buffoons, fools and clowns in the 

feast of „modern robbery and theft‟. This is very reminiscent of the 

fools‟ carnival and the spectacle of laughter offered in Armah‟s 

novels.  The feast becomes the privileged language through which 

power speaks, acts and coerces. The speech by the leader of the 

foreign delegation of thieves and robbers, in which he arrogantly 

admonishes the local delegates “to drink the blood of [their] people 

and to eat their flesh, then to retreat a step,”(89) signifies greed and 

power magnified to their full and logical extremes. 

 There are striking forms of deformity which characterize Ngugi‟s 

thieves. His portrayal of the local thieves at the cave displays the 

grotesque image of the body in which the belly and the mouth stand 

out. One striking example is that of Gitutu. Ngugi‟s satire on the 

comprador class, his laughter at their borrowed power, is best seen in 

the narrator‟s description of Gitutu‟s body: 

Gitutu had a belly that protruded so far that it would have touched 

the ground had it not been supported by the braces that held up his 

trousers. It seemed as if his belly had absorbed all his limbs and all 

the other organs of his body. Gitutu had no neck- at least, his neck 

was not visible. His arms and legs were short stumps. His head had 

shrunk to the size of a fist.( DOC,99) 

Gitutu‟s body becomes monstrous- a typical grotesque hyperbole. 

His belly threatens to detach itself from the body and lead an 

independent life. His neck, arms, legs and head have been transformed 

into grotesque animal subject. Ngugi‟s use of the grotesque image of 

the body is very much grounded in the politics of postcolonial Kenya. 
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It is the kind of politics whose primary objective is to acquire power 

as the ultimate vehicle for economic success. 

Through the burlesque tone of many of the novel‟s episodes, Ngugi 

paints a portrait of modern Kenya. For instance, the master of 

ceremonies is grotesquely described as: 

  . . . a well- fed body: his cheeks were round, like two melons; 

his eyes were bid and red, like two plums; and his neck was 

huge, like the stem of a baobab tree. His stomach was slightly 

larger than his neck. He had two gold teeth in his lower jaw, 

and, when talking, he opened his lips wide that the gold teeth 

would be seen. He had on a silk suit which shone in the light, 

changing colour according to the intensity of the light and the 

angle of the beam. (DOC,87) 

For Ngugi, then, the grotesque at its best exaggerates and 

caricatures the negative, the inappropriate, and the antihuman that the 

comprador class has come to symbolise in his works.Another example 

of the grotesque is portrayed in the following: 

 Nditika wa Nguunji was very fat. His head was huge, like a 

mountain. His belly hung over his belt, big and arrogant. His 

eyes were the size of two large red electric bulbs, and it looked 

as if they had been placed in his face by a Creator impatient to 

get on with another job. His hair was parted in the middle, so 

that the hair on either side of the parting looked like two ridges 

facing each other on either side of a tarmac road. He had on a 

black suit. The jacket had tails cut in the shape of the wings of 

the big green and blue flies that are normally found in pit 

latrines or among rotting rubbish. His shirt had frills all down 

the front. He was wearing a black bow tie. His eyes rolled in 

time to his words. His hands rested on his stomach and he 

patted it gently, as if beseeching it not to stick out towards the 

people with such arrogance (DOC,176) 
Ngugi employs this language, first, to demystify such a figure and 

makes him an object of abuse and, second, to remove whatever 

residual fear his readers might have of this kind of character by 

subjecting him to ridicule through the use of organic, grotesque 

imagery. Nditika‟s “ jacket tails” seem like the wings of flies 

“ normally found in pit latrines or among rubbish.” The Devil‟s belly 

sags, “as if it were about to give birth.” The Bakhtinian grotesque, is 

closely connected to images of death and rebirth, dying and new life, 
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and decay and renewal. Bakhtin tells us that “one of the fundamental 

tendencies of the grotesque image of the body is to show two bodies 

in one: the one giving birth and dying, the other conceived, generated, 

and born”(Dialogic, 26). He claims that unlike the romantics, who 

“present the devil as terrifying, melancholy, and tragic,” the medieval 

and Renaissance grotesque conceives “ devils and hell…as comic 

monsters”( Dialogic ,41). Ngugi‟s devil is Kenyan capitalism which is 

ambivalently described as a comical monster. His comic 

characterization of an “impatient” God serves to demystify what is 

normally thought of as sacrosanct. Therefore, his narrative mode 

draws on the oral folk tale and the incorporation of indigenous 

mythologies. In DOC, the characters who met with ogres are derived 

from Kenyan popular folk tales and the “human shaped rocks” of 

Ikdakho in Western Kenya (Decolonising the Mind,81). Ngugi‟s use 

of this local mythology draws the reader into the world of fantasy and 

magic realism with its subversive tendencies. Linda Hutcheon argues 

that magic realism is a genre which  encodes „resistance.‟
24

 With this 

intertextual diversity, Ngugi‟s narrative experiments belong to the 

postcolonial literary project that, in Ashcroft, Griffith, and Tiffin‟s 

formulation, involves a “subversion and appropriation of the dominant 

European discourses.”
25

 Such cultural practices create a “hybridised” 

art, enabling a dialogical relationship between European and local 

culture. 

In Matigari the historians are caricatured as parrots of the neo-

colonial regime. They are part of the party functionaries who move 

around with the Minister of Justice and Truth so as to provide instant 

validation to whatever historical untruths the former may choose to 

deliver to the crowd. While sycophancy such as that satirised by 

Ngugi in Matigari is a common phenomenon in Kenyan politics, the 

portrayal of historians as parrots singing to the tune of the party 

leadership is certainly over-inscribed. There is no doubt that Ngugi is 

referring to his own experiences and attitudes towards the historians 

into the question of the Mau Mau historiography. 

As in Armah‟s novels, scatological satire starts getting proportion 

in Ngugi‟s late works, including POB. It is a discursive strategy which 

is extensively used by postcolonial writers who distrust nationalism 

and disrupt realism. Writers like Armah and Soyinka are examples of 

these writers who invest in the language of excrement. For instance, in 

Ngugi‟s POB, the predominant image of excrement and filth marks 
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his disillusionment and, at the same time, his protest against the 

putrescent state of the society. This reminds us of the moral squalor 

Armah tried to convey in The Beautyful Ones. Early on in the novel 

when Munira is eating the kei-apple, he sneezes and some of his 

mucus flies onto a woman‟s face: 

[Munira] plucked a ripened yellow kei-apple and crushed it 

between his fingers: isn‟t there a safe corner in which to hide 

and do some work, plant a seed whose fruit one can see? The 

smell from the rotting fermenting kei-apple hit into his nostrils. 

He felt a sudden nausea, Lord deliver use from our past, and 

frantically fumbled in his pockets for a handkerchief to cover 

the sneeze. It was too late. A bit of mucus flew onto the 

woman‟s furrowed face. She shrieked out, auuu-u, Nduri ici 

mutiuke muone, and fled in fright. He returned his face aside 

to hold back another sneeze. When a second later he looked to 

the path, he could not find a trace of her behind the kei-apple 

bush or anywhere. She had vanished. (POB, 7) 

 

Thus, both Armah and Ngugi, especially in the latter‟s late period,  

resort to some modes of discourse such as the carnivalesque  and other 

satirical disruptive strategies which, with their subversive potential,  

further enhance the idea of resistance in their novels. In his book De la 

Postcolonie: Essai sur l’imagination Politique dans l’Afrique 

Contemporaine (2000), Achille Mdembe has analysed the burlesque 

and carnivalesque elements of popular culture, and for him the 

“grotesque” and the “obscene” are characteristic of the post-colony. 

He situates his argument in relation to Mikhail Bakhtin‟s writings, for 

whom these factors constitute “a means of resistance to the dominant 

culture, and as a refuge from it, obscenity and the grotesque are 

parodies that undermine officialdom  ... by turning it all into an object 

of ridicule.”
26

Certainly, Armah‟s and Ngugi‟s artistic achievement in 

such a discourse is partly due to their reliance on orature through the 

use of  some oral technical devices.  A popular discourse, teeming 

with praise songs, prophecies, exaggeration and fantastic stories 

would surely appeal to their  readers  and would make them the 

quintessence examples of postcolonial writers experimenting with the 

language and transgressing the referential.  
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Abstract 
Morocco and its Imperial Fez, considered by most historians and travellers 

the Maghreb’s most prestigious depository of Islamic civilization, has 

inspired Pierre Loti with a sense of the impenetrable, the infinitely 

mysterious and spiritual. To him, Fez is “la vieille ville étrange, ”“la ville… 

qui paraît si maussade et si noire,”  which adamantly remains beyond the 

frame of representation. Loti, whose journeying typology ultimately ends in 

return, tries to grapple with the difficulty of imagining the Other and with 

the impossibility of a sensitive understanding and cultural deciphering of the 

local codes and customs. This study attempts to locate Loti’s Au Maroc 

(1890) within the discursive configuration of inscription and transgression 
as a politics of representation. 

Résumé 
Le Maroc et son Fez Impérial, 

considérés par la plupart des historiens 

et voyageurs comme le  dépôt le plus 

prestigieux de la civilisation Islamique 

au Maghreb, ont inspiré Pierre Loti  

avec un sens de l'impénétrable, 

l'infiniment mystérieux et spirituel. 

Selon lui, Fez est « la vieille ville 

étrange », « la ville… qui paraît si 

maussade  et si noire, » qui se situe 

obstinément au-delà du cadre de la 

représentation. Loti, dont la typologie 

voyageuse aboutit inévitablement au 

retour,  essaie de s’agripper avec la 

difficulté d'imaginer l'Autre et avec 

l'impossibilité d'une compréhension 

sensible et d’un déchiffrement culturel 

des codes et des coutumes locales. 

Cette étude tente de localiser Au 

Maroc (1890) de Pierre Loti dans une 

configuration discursive d'inscription et 

de transgression. 

Most of Loti scholarship 

places him within the trend of 

exoticism and Orientalism, 

focusing on his travel writings 

to outlandish places in South 

America, the Pacific, Tahiti, 

Indochina, Japan, and East 

Asia throughout the 1870s and 

1880s.
1
 Works such as 

Aziyadé (1879), Le Mariage 

de Loti (1880), Madame 

Chrysanthème (1887), 

Jérusalem (1895), and Les 

Désenchantées (1906) have 

been at the centre of the 

naturally Eurocentric 

orientation of critical studies 

about Loti. This French 

mariner-turned-writer has also 

more recently been viewed as 

both a “racist” and an
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―imperialist‖ whose work promotes detrimental visions of the 

―Other.‖ His oeuvre has been perceived not only as the typical 

illustration of Orientalism, but also as a residuum of colonial 

apologetics.
2
 However, little has been written on his travel writing 

about North Africa, namely, Morocco‘s Fez.
3 

The present analysis 

focuses on Au Maroc (1890) which documents Loti‘s diplomatic 

mission to Morocco, with specific reference to his remarkable account 

of his visit to the imperial city of Fez. It analyses a process totally 

overlooked by Loti critics, namely, his compositional counterpoising 

of the representational gap through inscription and transgression. 

At his first encounter with Fez, Loti realizes that his compositional 

self-assurance stumbles over the forbiddingness of a millennial city 

whose immutability rises in sharp contrast with his own ―nomadism‖ 

as a traveller-writer. Soon, his foreignness comes into relief more than 

ever before, and his attempts at representation and cultural 

interpretation are almost completely compromised by the forbidden, 

sanctified, and intimate spaces to which he is denied access. Loti 

resorts to epithets of agedness as colonial strategies of negation and as 

tropes that outline local life as firmly anchored and as historically 

entrenched. By so doing, he strongly heightens his own alienation vis-

à-vis the situational configuration of the negotiated space. In this 

essay I explore Loti‘s compositional counterbalancing of the 

representational void through his strategies of inscription and 

transgression. I also explore his fictionalization and thematisation of 

space, his construction of a facade of connoisseurship to exonerate 

himself from colonial complicity, his reverting to the picturesque and 

the exotic, and his tactical claims for authenticity, all as part of his 

compensatory strategies for the unrepresentable totality. 

Travel and travel literature have always been historically linked to 

the work of empire.  John Mackenzie insists that all world empires 

were by nature ―not only empires of war, of economic exploitation, of 

settlement and of cultural diffusion‖ but were also to a greater extent 

―empires of travel‖ (19).  Michel Foucault‘s work on the role of the 

production of knowledge and its relation to power has been of 

tremendous significance to scholars like Edward Said, Mary Louise 

Pratt, Sara Mills, Peter Hulme, Homi Bhabha, Rana Kabbani, Gayatari 

Spivak, and J.B. Harley who studied the ways in which travel writing 

corroborates colonial and imperial projects and codifies other cultures 

and peoples according to western standards. They all consider travel 
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writing as a process of inscription and appropriation, and, perforce, as 

an instrument of imperialism and colonialism.
4 

 
Sara Mills, for example, confirms the claim that the introduction of 

colonial discourse as a valid area of research in the 1970s made travel 

writing ―worthy of academic study‖ (2). Brian Musgrove,  in turn, 

notes the concurrence of the rise of critical interest in travel writing 

with the rise of postcolonial theory and explains how travel is 

presently viewed ―as a sub-story of the grand narrative of 

imperialism‖ and as ―the key operation, in language and fact, that 

makes the colonial adventure possible‖ (32). Thus, travel writing has 

become so central to postcolonial studies that currently ―it is virtually 

impossible to consider [it] outside the frame of postcolonialism‖ 

(Musgrove 32). In postcolonial terms, therefore, travel writing has 

been studied as a collection of textual practices that contribute to the 

general colonial discourse which exposes what Mary Louise Pratt 

calls an ―imperial stylistics‖ (199), and makes of its texts  ―machines 

of othering‖ (Manzurul Islam 123).  

No feasible examination of Pierre Loti‘s Au Maroc can exclude the 

momentous issues of ideology and colonialism. This text abounds in 

what Edward Said calls ―the ingredients making for a politics of 

interpretation‖ (Orientalism 7).  Loti deploys strategies of negation to 

justify future colonial presence, to bifurcate races and cultures along 

Orientalist lines, and to reaffirm the supremacy of the Western self.  

His accounts particularly illustrate the sameness of the discourse of 

negation, emanating from what Pratt labels ―the hegemonic reflex‖ 

(15). His common vocabulary, stock notions,
5
 and rhetorical baggage 

all contribute to the instantiation of epithets of negation, strongly 

confirming Patrick Holland and Graham Huggan‘s theory that travel 

writing is ―suspiciously conformist‖ (5).  

Loti travelled to Fez as “historiographe‖ with Jules Patenôtre, the 

French Minister in Tangier, between March and April of 1889. The 

latter was commissioned for a diplomatic mission to Moulay Hassan 

IV. Loti journeyed in a caravan with the members of the embassy, 

escorted by local Caids (chiefs) and cavaliers, camping by rivers and 

springs. He preferred to take solitary lodgings in Fez El-Bali, the 

oldest quarter of Fez, relinquishing the protected residence prepared 

for the embassy. Loti‘s project was to mingle with the people and to 

obtain firsthand impressions on local life—a project that would prove 

fruitless.   
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Loti‘s travelling style colludes with French colonialism on the one 

hand, and, on the other, paradoxically illustrates the synthesis of the 

processes of composition and colonialism. In addition to his 

apologetic colonial rhetoric, he enlists to Michel Butor‘s assertion that 

travellers ―travel in order to write... because, for them, travel is 

writing‖ (83). Loti was encouraged by Patenôtre‘s assurance about the 

literary and creative potential of the journey. Patenôtre had written to 

Loti of the prospect: 

J‘ai pensé que l‘idée de visiter, dans les conditions 

exceptionnellement favorables, un des rares pays qui ne 

soient pas encore entamés par la civilisation occidentale 

aurait peut-être quelque attrait pour vous et que vous 

pourriez y puiser la matière d‘un livre original‖ (qtd. in 

Hartman 60).  

Loti excludes political motives from the purpose of his visit in his 

preface of the book. Yet, by his mere positive response to the 

Minister‘s invitation, he willingly embraces the concomitant 

empowerment to construe the French empire as a textual act through 

the narration of exotic, outlandish, and therefore, tempting stories.   

Loti‘s discourse in the book is marked by a dissuasive, yet 

encouraging tone that testifies to his own bewilderment. His persistent 

remarks about ―la vieillesse croulante, la vieillesse morte, qui est 

l‘impression dominante causée par les choses‖ (Au Maroc 132) to 

designate Fez point to his belief that new blood needs to be injected 

through a colonial syringe in order to rejuvenate its falling condition. 

For Loti, even the Caids and cavaliers encountered on his way, 

otherwise vigorous and spirited, are but ―mummies‖ in their fatigued 

poise and surfeited attitude (42).  

What renders Loti‘s descriptions of Fez so standardized is in fact 

his colonial arrière-pensée which differentiates him from other 

relatively ―neutral‖ travellers to Morocco.
6
 The unvarying 

vocabularies in his accounts are manifest in his use of negating 

qualifiers. Loti‘s descriptions of different places in this city as 

―sombre,‖  ―sinistre,‖ and as having a ―vétusté caduque‖ (63), as well 

as his recurring use of the word ―croulante‖ throughout his account, 

further provide evidence for his perplexity which is yet far from 

deterring. His statement that ―la vieille ville fanatique et sombre se 

baigne dans l‘or de tout ce soleil ; étalée à mes pieds sur une série de 
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vallons et de collines,… a pris un aspect d‘inaltérable et radieuse 

paix…‖ (173)
7
 stages his secret desire for inclusion:  

Et jamais n‘a été plus brusque ni plus complète 

l‘impression de dépaysement, de changement de moi-

même en un autre personnage d‘un monde différent et 

d‘une époque antérieure  (135). 

 

This is indeed more than just a feeling of alienation in front of 

strangeness. It points to Loti‘s obsessive wish to infringe upon the 

other‘s identity, and to embody and contain it. Peter J. Turberfield 

explores Loti‘s transgressive behavior as represented by his constant 

vestmental disguise, which he calls ―cross-cultural transvestism.‖ 

Turberfield conceives of it as a kind of ―fetishism‖ which ―veils 

difference whilst simultaneously exaggerating it‖ (―Clothing as 

Fetish…‖ 180). 

Loti was an ambitious mariner whose visit to Morocco had beyond 

doubt an exploration-for-annexation horizon.
8
 It is possible to argue 

that he was chosen for this mission partly because he carried a mythic 

colouring from Christopher Columbus. There are instances when his 

rhetoric of discovery and his deployment of the motif of terra nullius 

overshadow his ―picturesque‖ bent. An unmistakably inviting tone is 

sensed in his interjection: ―c‘est l‘étonnement d‘arriver dans des 

espaces vides et des ruines‖ (128), and in his rather covetous 

exclamation about the fertility of Moroccan lands: ―Quel grenier 

d‘abondance ce Maroc pourrait devenir!‖ (55). Such declarations posit 

Morocco as a vacant land waiting to be appropriated and subjugated.   

In addition to this alluring rhetoric, Loti uses the trope of traveler-

as-pilgrim to confer a kind of solemnity on his mission. William H. 

Sherman explains how ―the language of pilgrimage persisted long 

after the practice began to wane‖ and how ―it not only provided a 

model for religious travellers but helped to accommodate the worldly 

goals of secular travellers‖ (24). One of such secular goals being 

exploration for potential penetration, it is possible to argue that Loti 

fits in this frame of pilgrimage when he figures himself as a pilgrim-

traveller, impatient to reach his sacred destination and to attain the 

goal of his assignment. Approaching Fez, he reveals that  

…nous sommes soutenus par l‘espérance d‘être demain 

en vue de la ville sainte, comme ces croisés ou ces 

pèlerins d‘autrefois, auxquels on promettait, après bien 
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des jours et des nuits de marche, qu‘ils allaient enfin 

voir la Mecque ou Jérusalem (106-7).   

 

In addition to the pilgrimatic dimension, Loti‘s itinerary 

resuscitates the primeval myth of male exploration. It is commonly 

known that his manubial Rochefort residence is a domiciled memorial 

of imperial plunder. Its collection of art objects, ransacked and 

pillaged from far-flung territories, figures as a reaffirmation of the 

myth of male exploration and as a contribution to the museumification 

of l’Ailleurs. In Fez, he was relentlessly ―à la recherche de vieilles 

tentures et de vieilles armes‖ (245), and was extremely proud of the 

―long fusil garni d‘argent‖ and the ―grand sabre damasquiné d‘or‖ 

offered him by the Sultan (iii).  

Despite the fact that Loti had exonerated himself from political 

motives and shielded himself from colonial charges with elaborate, 

artistic, and painterly appreciations of Fazi marvels, he quite 

involuntarily sidetracks from his pledge. His comments on the 

Sultan‘s infantry, for example, demonstrate a kind of jealous 

appropriation of Morocco and express a cultivated rivalry with regard 

to other potential predators. To his great disappointment, the soldiers 

have been equipped by an English ex-colonel in the fashion of Indian 

Sepoys (124). On another occasion, he even prophesies that the 

unadvised ―jeunesse dorée de Fez‖ will soon witness ―l‘écroulement 

du vieux Moghreb‖ (172).
9
  

Other guises of appropriation are manifest in Loti‘s idiom of 

Exoticism which is defined by Holland and Huggan as the instrument 

of the ―process of retrieval, a means by which ‗otherness‘ of the 

foreign world can be assimilated, and its threatening difference 

defused by taking on a familiar cast‖ (5).
 
Loti‘s desire to gain access 

to sanctified and forbidden places, notably Al Qaraouiyin, and his 

lengthy meditation of its artistic incorporeality which gives it 

―quelque chose d‘austèrement pur, d‘immatériel, de religieux (233), 

are vivid illustrations of the canon of Exoticism. His ecstasy and 

enchantment in the presence of the mystery and forbidding nobility of 

this particular edifice is due to the titillation of ―toutes ces choses 

défendues‖ (233). He is so emotionally involved that he involuntarily 

lingers by the doors of the mosque, hopelessly extending his sight 

towards its withdrawn interiors.  He is even interpellated by the 

different manifestations of spirituality in this extremely mystic 
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sanctuary and would willingly prostrate by the side of the praying 

men.  

Loti came to realize that Fez is accessible only by its public life, its 

bazaars and open-air workshops. Its domestic, unvoiced, and brooding 

life is unwelcoming to foreign gazes and its topography stubbornly 

resists painless infringement. Its singular maze-like design, dead ends, 

closely fortified doors, winding and blind passages, and, most notably, 

its precipiced geography, all contribute to the creation of an abyss of 

representation. There are instances when he fails to find words to 

describe Fez‘s dense spectacle. This kind of stoppage leads him to 

resort to what Chloe Chard calls ―hyperboles of the Unrepresentable‖ 

(84) or ―hyperboles of indescribability‖ (85) and to ―seeking out forms 

of language sufficiently intensified to match the drama of the 

topography‖ (84). Loti conveys a benumbing inexpressibility when he 

helplessly exclaims: ―Oh ! l‘ensoleillement, et l‘immobilité, et le 

mystère, et le charme de tout cela, comment le dire? ‖  (216),  or when 

he comments on the ―tranquilité sereine qui n‘est pas exprimable‖ 

(111).   

Fez resists to be delimited in a totalitarian idiom of representation 

also because it reserves for itself the secrets of its interior life. Doors 

as motifs of discovery and sighting preoccupy Loti‘s imagination. He 

shows great admiration for the exquisite doors even in the most 

desolate places: ―Oh! Ces portes arabes, variant à l‘infini leurs dessins 

mystérieux, —comment dire le charme qu‘il y a pour moi dans leur 

seul aspect‖ (249-50).  

The fascination with doors that would not unlock brings to mind 

the idea of access to the harem which constitutes one of the many 

illustrations of the logic of incursion, boosting the travel writer‘s 

subject position in the colonial context. Objecting to Loti‘s Veiled 

Women, E.M. Forster addresses the advantage of women travellers in 

their exclusive access to the private world of the harem. To him, the 

dispensation would be ideal if these women happen to be novelists, 

affirming that only ―a woman novelist may one day tell us what does 

happen in the Harem…. But she must be a novelist, not a journalist or 

a missionary‖ (268).   

 Loti is well aware of the limitation of being a male visitor in the 

context of a longstanding conservative culture. To counteract this 

restraint, he resorts to a narrative of concealment in his preface to Au 

Maroc in order to justify the gaps of representation in his account of 
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the hidden facets of Fazi life. He claims that he possesses more 

knowledge about the harems than he is ready to give. His reservation, 

he explains, springs from his apprehension about the potential 

―clabauderies‖ of some ―imbeciles.‖ In deterrence of impending 

charges of superficiality, he declares that he has deliberately avoided 

mentioning ―Les details intimes que des circonstances particulières 

m‘ont révélés‖ (i).  

Loti‘s narrative of concealment augurs an imaginary surrogate for 

facts which recalls Hayden White‘s view that travel narratives are 

―fictions of factual representations.‖
10

 Despite the fact that the 

multidirectional spatiality of travel is most liable to be antinarrative, 

travel possesses an undeniable narrative potential by virtue of its 

inherent temporal and spatial structures that provoke narration. Along 

this line, James Duncan and Derek Gregory argue that ―All 

geographies are imaginative geographies,‖ that is, ―fabrications of 

‗something made,‘‖ and that ―our access to the world is always made 

through particular technologies of representation‖ (5). Evidently, 

travel writing is in many ways a form of witness-writing because of its 

consistent engagement with the notions of ―spectatorship‖ and the 

―gaze.‖ The traveller is him/herself essentially an eye-witness, a 

spectator, beholder, onlooker, and sightseer. Further, the inherent 

chronotopicity of travel accounts strongly relates to the process of 

proof with its stipulation for evidence—a quality that presupposes that 

travel accounts should be an exemplary execution of veracity.   

Yet, Loti‘s fantastic account of the terrace promenaders, perceived 

from the roof of his El-Bali home, sounds more like a desperate 

struggle against the frustrating scantiness of first-hand material 

regarding harems in Fez. In order to circumvent the embarrassing 

absence of direct observation, he overstretchingly seeks compensatory 

strategies to supplant the void of representation. By so doing, he 

becomes, to use Holland and Huggan‘s words, a ―raconteur among 

raconteurs‖ (13). Ultimately, Loti engages in ―imaginative 

geography,‖ a practice Said attributes to travel writers who enact a 

―poetic process‖ that renders the ―vacant‖ and ―anonymous‖ 

intelligible (Orientalism 55). 

Loti undertakes an episodic unravelling of the roof women and 

builds a narrative structure through a suspense/surprise network, 

conditioned by their gradual and aleatory appearance. He tries to 

convince his readers that, despite the significant distance, he is still 
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capable of beholding the ―belles promeneuses aériennes‖ (174) and of 

giving minute details about their apparels, adornments, and 

headdresses. He even engages in fictionalization about one of the 

promenaders who was a ―méchante‖ and ―révoltée‖ with ―des allures 

de bête captive‖ (212).  He speculates that she must be the source of 

the shrill cries that had cut the stillness of the previous night because 

of the beating-up she had received from the master of the house (210-

14). Moreover, one might also ask the question why Loti insists on 

calling one of the terrace newcomers a ―recrue‖ (213) at a time when 

she might have simply been the daughter or niece of his ―riche 

voisin‖! 

Loti‘s flippant description of the terrace strollers on his last night in 

Fez is an illustration of how experiential repertories
11

 come to the 

rescue of sketchy accounts to redeem them from lack of 

verisimilitude:  

Toutes les négresses esclaves sont là, à leurs postes, 

figures noires et souriantes, coiffées en mouchoirs 

clairs, blancs ou roses. Et aussi toutes mes belles 

voisines à haute hantouze, accoudées, étendues ou 

fièrement droites, très gracieuses de pose et très 

éclatantes de couleur, avec leurs larges ceintures 

cartonnées, leurs longues manches tombantes, et tout ce 

qui flotte derrière elles, de foulards d‘or et de cheveux 

dénoués (252).   

 

This is what Harold Bloom would call ―a plagiaristic stance‖ (xxv)  

in the sense that Loti, ―hantouze‖ apart, is here reproducing in words 

the Orientalist painting of Eugène Delacroix, ―Femmes d‘Alger dans 

leur appartement,‖ with all its colours and poses. Having captured the 

stasis of this tableau, Loti refrains from elaboration, abandoning the 

contrived description by diverting it towards the more aural call for 

prayer and the more visual snows of the Atlas.  

Loti engaged in the texting and framing of Fez within a colonial 

framework, deploying a set of strained protocols of representation, 

isolating and accentuating some of its facets at the expense of others. 

Inscription and transgression fell short of neutralizing his 

representational quandary. Although he came to the imperial 

metropolis on behalf of a self-assured colonial power, he was 

unsettled, almost intoxicated, by the mysticism of Fez, the distillery of 
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Arab art and refinement. His deep estrangement was intensified by his 

incapacity to fathom the depths of both its past and present. 

Loti‘s―ville sainte‖ inflicted a tension between his travel as a political 

and cultural practice of movement, and his narrative as a faithful 

scripting of foreignness. In many ways, Fez confined him to an all-

surface representation.  

 

Notes 

1 Au Maroc provoked responses which vary from diatribe to panegyric. 

Abdeljlil Lahjomri considers it a précis of contempt against the Arab race 

and a gratuitous compilation of mediocre exoticism, while Denise Brahimi 

defends the work as Loti‘s solid equation between ―arabité‖ and art. For 

more on this, see Alain Quella-Villéger, La politique méditerranéenne de la 

France, 1870-1923: un témoin, Pierre Loti (Paris : L‘harmattan) 1991, 36. 
2 

These epithets are used by Tzvetan Todorov in his On Human 

Diversity: Nationalism, Racism, and Exoticism in French Thought, trans. 

Caroline Porter (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1993), 322.  
3 

See mainly Lahjomri, Abdeljlil. L’image du Maroc dans la littéature 

Française (de Loti à Montherlant), Etudes et Documents (Algiers: société 

nationale d‘édition et de diffusion (SNED), 1973). See also his A Vrai Lire : 

Chroniques (Rabat : Editions Marsam, 2007).  
4 
It was Edward Said who launched the argument that travel writing was 

pivotal to the work of empire in his Orientalism.. He explained how 

travellers like Richard Burton and Gustave Flaubert contributed to the 

machinery of imperialism, and, by extension, Orientalism. A host of other 

postcolonial critics carried Said‘s argument further. See for example Mary 

Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation (New 

York, Routledge, 1992), David Spurr, The Rhetoric of Empire: Colonial 

Discourse  in Journalism, Travel Writing, and Imperial Administration 

(Durham, NC: Duke UP, 1996),  Sara Mills, Discourses of Difference: An 

Analysis of Women’s Travel Writing and Colonialism. (London and New 

York: Routledge, 1991), Steve Clark, ed. Travel Writing and Empire: 

Postcolonial Theory in Transit (London & New York: Zed Books, 1999), 

and Ali Behdad, Belated Travellers: Orientalism in the Age of Colonial 

Dissolution (Durham: Duke U.P, 1994). Said devotes a brief, but insightful 

study of Loti‘s travel accounts, notably those set in Turkey. 
5
Suzanne Lafont has presented an impressive analysis of clichés in 

Loti‘s writings. See her Suprêmes Clichés de Loti (Toulouse: Presses 

Universitaires du Mirail, 1993).  
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6
For a useful survey on travellers to Morocco whose purposes are 

limited to reportage,  tourism, adventure,  and the picturesque, see  Natacha 

Potier‘s Dix-sept regards sur le Maroc (Casablanca: Editions Eddif, 2006). 

Potier addresses Bonjean, Brasillach, Chevrillon, Colette, De Amicis, 

Delacroix, Farrere, Dumas Père, Le Glay, Harris, Montherlant, Morand, 

Orieux, and les Frères Tharaud. Potier also includes Loti but does not 

address the colonial implications of his trip.   
7
It is inevitable to speculate on Loti‘s reportage mission to Morocco as 

an exploratory mission to pave for French entrance. For this argument, see 

Abdeljlil Lahjomri and C. Wesley Bird who have pointed to Loti‘s 

complicity with French colonialism. 
8
Peter J. Turberfield makes an illuminating remark on Loti‘s final 

apostrophe to Morocco to remain unchanged as ―an implied political 

statement in itself.‖ Turberfield explains that Loti is ―contradicting the 

claims he made in the preface to be only interested in the beauty of what he 

describes, and presenting the vision he gives of Morocco as an ideal that 

should be preserved.‖ See his Pierre Loti and the theatricality of Desire 

(Amsterdam & New York: Rodopi, 2008), 119.   
9
See White‘s ―Fictions of Factual Representation,‖ Tropics of 

Discourse: Essays in Cultural Criticism, Baltimore & London: Johns 

Hopkins UP, 1978. 
10

See Mieke Bal, Narratology : Introduction to the Theory of Narrative 

(Toronto: Univ. of Toronto Press, 1997) ; Michel Chaillou, ―La mer, la 

route, la poussière,‖ in Pour une littérature voyageuse, edited by Alain 

Borer, Nicolas Bouvier, et al  (Bruxelles: Éditions Complexe, 1992), 57–81; 

Jacques Chupeau, ―Les récits de voyages aux lisières du roman,‖ Revue 

d'Histoire littéraire de la France 3.4 (1977): 536–553 ; and Michel De 

Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life. Translated by Steven Rendall 

(Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1984).   
11

Travel texts often depend on the stimulation of an experiential stock of 

what has already been written and read and thus become ideal grounds for 

intertextuality. According to Cognitive narratologist David Herman, all 

narrative is able to activate a set of ―experiential repertories‖ which 

facilitates the deployment of data retrieved from past experiences. See his   

―Scripts, Sequences, and Stories: Elements of Postclassical Narratology.‖ 

PMLA  112.5 (October 1997): 1046-1059, p. 1046. In a similar vein, Isabelle 

Daunais argues that ―On n‘écrit pas pour attester le voyage, on voyage pour 

attester les livres.‖ See her L’art de mesure ou l’invention de l’espace dans 

les récits d’orient (XIXeme siècle (Paris & Montréal : Presses universitaires de 

Vincennes, 1996),  17.  
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Abstract  
The article attempts to analyze Leslie Marmon Silko’s Ceremony and Linda 

Hogan’s Solar Storms as scriptotherapies (writing cures), with related 

narrative, ecological and spiritual healing patterns. These testimonial novels 

denounce the quincentenary oppression of Native Americans and the 

depredation of their environment. According to the authors, the treatment of 

injured minds and souls lies in a reconnection to the community, the land 

and animals, with the help of stories told by tribal elders, as preservers of 

communal cohesion and mentors of younger generations. 

Résumé  

L’article essaye d’analyser 

Ceremony de Leslie Marmon 

Silko et Solar Storms de Linda 

Hogan comme des 

scriptothérapies (écritures de 

guérison), avec comme 

corrélats les différents modes 

de traitement: narratif, 

écologique et spirituel. Ces 

romans-témoignages dénoncent 

cinq siècles d’oppression des 

peuples indigènes d’Amérique, 

ainsi que la déprédation de leur 

environnement. La rémission 

des esprits et des âmes laminés 

nécessite, selon les auteurs, une 

reconnexion avec la 

communauté, la terre et les 

animaux, à travers les histoires 

racontées par les anciens de la 

tribu, gardiens de la cohésion 

communautaire et guides des 

jeunes générations.  

 

Leslie Marmon Silko’s 

Ceremony (1977) and Linda 

Hogan’s Solar Storms (1995) are 

two Native American narratives 

of healing, which reflect an 

engagement in the denunciation 

of Native oppression and land 

depredation, as well as an effort 

of cultural revitalization. They 

show the importance of the land 

for Native Americans, and 

describe the marginalization and 

oppression of this minority group 

in its own land. Depicting the 

cumulative intergenerational 

trauma, Silko and Hogan attempt 

to bear witness to the 

predicament of an entire race, 

and to provide a sense of 

empowerment for their 

protagonists, themselves and 

their community as a whole. 

Scriptotherapy, “writing through 

traumatic experience in the mode 
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of therapeutic reenactment” (Henke xii-xiii), is hence a useful concept 

for the understanding of soul loss and restoration in the chosen novels. 

The issue of writing as therapy is further elucidated with a reference to 

environmental justice activism, ecocriticism and ecofeminism, and an 

examination of the relationship between gynocracy
1
 and storytelling in 

traditional healing ceremonies. 

For Native Americans, the land is not only a means of sustenance, 

but also a definer of cultural identity, as it embraces the bones of their 

ancestors. The preservation of their traditional cultures is even related 

to the preservation of global biodiversity. Winona LaDuke, an 

environmental activist, notes that “wherever Indigenous peoples still 

remain, there is also a corresponding enclave of biodiversity” (1). As 

opposed to Euro-Americans who fight to possess the land, the Natives 

believe that they belong to it, and that their cultural survival is only 

possible through the preservation of the ecosystem. Silko and Hogan 

explain, however, that the Natives have been the great victims of 

sweeping industrialization, causing an unprecedented destruction of 

lands and animals on which traditional life is based. Historian Alfred 

W. Crosby describes it as an “ecological imperialism” (199), which 

not only changed the cultural foundations of colonized communities, 

but also degraded their environments, endangered and often 

exterminated their flora and fauna.  

Today, “environmental racism” is a key concept in the discussion 

of the Native American predicament. Polluting industries and 

incinerators are often situated near the reservations. 7 are mined, 

bombs are tested, and waste is dumped (Lyon 128). Since the 1980‟s, 

environmental justice activists have started a global campaign against 

the environmental destruction of the habitats in which indigenous 

peoples live.  

Native Americans have considerably suffered from cumulative 

trauma. The first is physical by mass murder and infectious diseases. 

The second is economic by the violation of their stewardship of the 

land. The third is cultural by compulsive Christianization and 

prohibition of local belief systems. The fourth is social by the 

displacement of tribes during colonial expansion, which damaged 

families, altered gender roles, and diminished cultural values. The last 

is psychological by the marginalization and impoverishment of Native 

peoples on their own lands (Wesley-Esquimaux and Smolewski 6). 

Native American trauma is also intergenerational because 
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contemporary generations are traumatized, directly by living in 

boarding schools and reservations, or vicariously by undergoing the 

pathologic coping behaviors of their emotionally numbed parents.  

For the previous reasons, cumulative trauma is stored in the 

collective memory of Native Americans. It is recollected in oral 

traditions, as in stories and songs, and transmitted from a generation to 

the next, probably through “electro-chemical processes in the brain”
2
 

that transmit other cultural codes (Wesley-Esquimaux and Smolewski 

73). Forgetting traumatic events seems to be impossible, as they keep 

haunting the minds of survivors, who continually relive the past 

through fragmented memories, hallucinations and nightmares. 

Storytelling is hence regarded as a healing solution for the psychic 

wounds of Native Americans who need to tell their traumatic 

experiences, still vivid in the collective memory centuries after the 

settlement of Europeans. According to philosopher and cognitive 

scientist Daniel Dennett,  

[…] no matter what atrocities are being narrated, the act of 

storytelling offers us an implicit narrative of survival to cling to, 

a post-trauma perspective with which to identify, and an 

absolute distinction between „now‟ and „then‟ which cordons off 

the narrated suffering. (418) 

Significantly, narrative therapy and narrative medicine are two new 

disciplines that seek to cure human beings by paying a greater 

attention to their life stories.  

Cathy Caruth believes that trauma creates a speechless inner fight 

beyond direct representation. She considers that literature can transmit 

the force of a traumatic experience with its indirectness and figurative 

language (17). Metaphors, in particular, have a healing potential that 

lies in their capacity to transcend logic. In medicine and psychology, it 

is common among victims of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder to use 

metaphors to express their traumatic experiences, since they provide 

alternative frames of reference that help them recall painful events 

without much suffering.  

Suzette Henke, who describes the twentieth century as “a century 

of historical trauma” (xi), uses the concept “scriptotherapy” to explain 

the writing of traumatic experiences for a therapeutic purpose (xii). In 

her view, “the life-writing project generates a healing narrative that 

temporarily restores the fragmented self to an empowered position of 

psychological agency.” Autobiography, in particular, is a powerful 
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form of “healing narrative,” because it helps the author “fashion an 

enabling discourse of testimony and self-revelation” (xvi). The novels 

analyzed in this article are, to a great extent, reflections of their 

authors‟ life stories, by which they try to cure their intergenerational 

trauma. They are scriptotherapeutic, testimonial narratives inspired 

from the storytelling tradition. They are logotherapeutic
3
, because 

Native Americans believe in the healing power of the word.  

Characters in Silko‟s Ceremony and Hogan‟s Solar Storms suffer 

from what traditional medicine men (shamans) call “soul loss” and 

seek “soul restoration” through communal reconnection by means of 

ceremonies that “hold the society together, create harmony, restore 

balance, ensure prosperity and unity, and establish right relations 

within the social and natural world” (Allen, “The Sacred” 259). This 

holistic approach to the healing of trauma consists in achieving a 

physical, emotional, and spiritual balance from harmonious 

relationships with the family, community and nature. Central to this 

therapeutic approach is a profound respect for the land and all its 

inhabitants, human and nonhuman. 

For this particular land ethic, Lawrence Buell, a specialist in nature 

writing, believes that Native American literature provides a fertile 

ground for ecocriticism (ecological criticism). It is based on a 

biocentric view of the world that, as opposed to the Western 

anthropocentric one, considers that “all organisms, including humans, 

are part of a larger biotic web or network or community whose 

interests must constrain or direct or govern the human interest” (134). 

One of the most important concerns of ecoliterature (ecological 

literature) thus lies in raising the reader‟s awareness about the 

environmental crisis that is presently threatening humanity.  

Cheryll Glotfelty, another specialist in nature writing, explains that 

“ecocriticism takes an earth-centered approach to literary studies,” 

because “literature does not float above the material world in some 

aesthetic ether, but rather, plays a part in an immensely complex 

global system,” where “energy, matter, and ideas interact” (xix, 

original emphasis). In her view, this literary approach comes from an 

increasing consciousness that irresponsible human actions are 

destroying life on the planet. Those interested in “Belles Letters” are 

consequently invited to join scientists in the struggle for 

environmental conservation.  
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A sub-branch of ecocriticism is ecofeminism, a term introduced by 

the French activist Francoise d‟Eaubonne in Le féminisme ou la mort 

(1974); it holds that the current environmental crisis is a result of 

patriarchal culture. Karen J. Warren finds “important connections 

between the oppression of women and the oppression of nature,” and 

hence, “solutions to ecological problems must include a feminist 

perspective” (4-5). Ecofeminists call attention to woman‟s ability for 

ecological revolution, owing to the existence of woman/nature 

symbolic connections. They draw parallels between the linguistic 

description of nature and woman, which is often characterized by “the 

womanizing of nature and the naturizing of woman” (Bullis 125). 

Mother Nature is usually depicted in feminine terms, while woman is 

often described in natural terms, as they can, for instance, both be 

fertilized, raped or conquered.  

In Silko‟s Ceremony and Hogan‟s Solar Storms, Native 

communities are based on the principle of gynocracy. Paula G. Allen 

describes them as “woman-centered tribal societies” where 

“matrilocality, matrifocality, matrilinearity, maternal control of 

household goods and resources […] were and are present and active 

features of traditional tribal life” (The Sacred 3-4). These are major 

aspects of the two novels, written in the Western literary form, but 

profoundly rooted in the storytelling tradition. In them, women not 

only tell the stories, but also hold a focal position in the organization 

of the family and the tribe.  

With colonization, historians argue, the Native women‟s role was 

limited to childbearing and rearing, in addition to domestic tasks. 

Allen notes that the invaders reduced those roles in Native societies 

because they “could not tolerate peoples who allowed women to 

occupy prominent positions and decision-making capacity at every 

level of society” (The Sacred 3). Silko and Hogan attempt to 

rehabilitate women, granting them the status they used to have in pre-

colonial societies. They describe them as sustainers of communal 

solidarity, preservers of healing traditions, secret keepers of herbal 

medicines and ritual ceremonies, as well as agents of great change. 

Their stories act as healing narratives for the psychic wounds of Tayo 

in Ceremony and Angel in Solar Storms. Both protagonists go through 

a journey from illness, loneliness and despair towards health, 

reconnection, and hope, with the help of a powerful female archetype.  
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In Siko‟s Ceremony, Tayo‟s sickness starts with his participation in 

World War II. As many Native Americans, he enlists in the army with 

the hope of escaping from the poverty of the reservation, since the 

government promises them the opportunity to be integrated into 

mainstream American society. Hope soon turns into disenchantment; 

Tayo returns from the war with a severe battle fatigue, and the 

physician in the psychiatric ward is unable to cure him. In his search 

for healing, he initially finds refuge in alcohol with other veterans, but 

this makes him even sicker. What he needs is a ceremony that would 

take him in a journey back to his origins and forward into the path of 

healing. Betonie, the traditional medicine man, chants on his behalf, 

“I‟m walking back to belonging/I‟m walking home to happiness/I‟m 

walking back to long life” (144). He makes a curative sand painting 

and informs Tayo that he must go to the mountain, meet a woman, and 

see a specific pattern of stars in order to be healed.  

Tayo‟s healing depends on his observance of these steps and his 

reintegration into his culture, with the help of stories provided by 

Ts‟eh Montaño. Her first name is a shortened form of 

“Ts‟its‟tsi‟nako,” the mother archetype in Native mythology, also 

called “Thought-Woman, the spider” (Ceremony 1). Her last name is 

the Spanish word for “mountain,” because she lives in the sacred 

Mount Taylor (New Mexico). As a herbalist healer who lives in a 

sacred place, she reconnects him to the Native land and culture. 

Standing for the “spirit of place,” Ts‟eh fills Tayo‟s “hollow spaces 

with new dreams” (219). She hosts him into her traditional dwelling, 

feeds him with corn, the symbol of origin, sustenance, and blessing in 

Native culture. Their encounter is described as Tayo‟s ceremonial 

union with the land. Ts’eh is hence the axis of the gynocratic system 

that heals the male protagonist. As Allen maintains, she is “the 

matrix, the creative and life-restoring power” (The Sacred 118). She 

is linked to the mother figure who died while Tayo was an infant; 
“she had always loved him, she had never left him; she had always 

been there. He crossed the river at sunrise” (Ceremony 255). Crossing 

the river here connotes a movement forward in the life cycle, a 

purification and resurrection.  

On his way back home, Tayo contemplates the uranium mine from 

which the ore for Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic bombs was 

extracted. He then understands that everything is connected: the 

uranium of his land was used to bomb the Japanese with whom he 
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identifies as co-victims. For him, “the destroyers” (the Euro-

Americans) “had taken these beautiful rocks from deep within the 

earth and they had laid them in a monstrous design” (Ceremony 246). 

At that moment, he perceives his former friend Emo torturing another 

one called Harley. Tayo stands to kill Emo, but soon realizes that this 

action would once again destroy him spiritually. Feeling serenity for 

not surrendering to the drive of destruction thanks to Ts‟eh‟s 

initiation, he slumbers and dreams of being “wrapped in a blanket” in 

a wagon with his relatives; “they were taking him home” (254). This 

dream signals the end of the rite of passage and the hero‟s 

reintegration into his community.  

In Hogan‟s Solar Storms, the plot is based on the Quebec Blackout 

Storm of 1989, described by NASA astronomer Sten Odenwald in the 

following passage: 

On Thursday, March 9, 1989 astronomers at the Kitt Peak Solar 

Observatory spotted a major solar flare in progress. Eight 

minutes later, the Earth‟s outer atmosphere was struck by a 

wave of powerful ultraviolet and X-ray radiation. […] The 

storm cloud rushed out from the Sun at a million miles an hour, 

and on the evening of Monday, March 13 it struck the Earth. (3) 

The geomagnetic solar storm disabled the electrical generators and 

transmission lines of Hydro-Quebec, the company that dislocated the 

Cree and Inuit tribes in order to divert rivers and build dams.  

Hogan‟s Solar Storms is an environmental protest novel against 

Hydro-Quebec‟s James Bay Project, which decided “to guide the 

waters, narrow them down into the thin black electrical wires that 

traversed the world” (268). It submerged boreal forests, dislocated 

indigenous peoples, exterminated animals, and provoked the 

decomposition of organic materials, which created high levels of 

mercury in lakes and rivers. Moreover, “the land was being drilled to 

see what else could be taken, looted, and mined before the waters 

covered this little length of earth” (219), and the logging company left 

behind it “cut-down trees and torn-up land” (184). An apocalyptic 

atmosphere hence hovers over the whole narrative. 

The novel traces Angel‟s quest journey for her matrileneage as a 

means of reconnecting with the cultural and spiritual world of her 

ancestors. When she was a baby, her mother Hannah abandoned her 

with terrible scars on her body. To find her lost mother, Angel is 

assisted by her great-grandmother Agnes, great-great-grandmother 
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Dora-Rouge and surrogate grandmother Bush. In her journey of self-

discovery, Angel says, “I had been empty space, and now I was 

finding a language, a story, to shape myself by” (Solar 94). She and 

her female mentors canoe through the river in quest of the homeland 

and the mother. 

When they arrive, they find a great human and ecological disaster. 

Angel finds her mother physically and mentally ill; she has abandoned 

herself to alcoholism and sexual exploitation. She embodies the 

“fragments and pieces left behind by fur traders, soldiers, priests, and 

schools” (Solar 77). She stands for the spiritual fragmentation of 

Native women that was coupled with the ecological depredation of 

Native lands. As she comes to the realization that the invaders have 

destroyed her mother and her land, Angel laments, “my beginning was 

Hannah‟s beginning, one of broken lives, gone animals, trees felled 

and kindled. Our beginnings were intricately bound up in the history 

of the land” (96). The scars on Angel‟s body and the cyanide odor of 

rotten carcasses on her mother‟s significantly symbolize the 

intergenerational trauma of their people. Despite her childhood 

reminiscences of an abusive mother, however, Angel meets her with 

compassion, emphasizing the need for women, whether victims or 

victimizers, to establish an inter-feminine nexus in a patriarchal 

society.  

The traditional medicine man says that a healing ceremony would 

have saved Hannah (Solar 101), but it is too late; she dies just after 

her reconciliation with her daughter. Angel decides to raise her baby 

half-sister, calling her “Our Future” in the tribal language and Aurora 

in English, in reference to the aurora borealis
4
, to herald the dawn of a 

new age for the community. Angel thereby assumes her responsibility 

for preserving her matrilineal traditions. 

Looking at the two novels through a comparative perspective, a 

powerful mother archetype appears as a guiding principle in the 

coming-of-age ceremonies. On the one hand, as the protagonist‟s 

mother is dead in Silko‟s Ceremony, his healing depends on the 

redemptive power of surrogate mothers, his grandmother and Ts‟eh, 

whose stories disentangle his traumatic web, and reintegrate him into 

the community and the land. Following the Native mythology that 

underlies the novel, the grandmother and Ts‟eh are incarnations of 

Spider Woman or Thought Woman, the creatrix and weaver of the 

web of life. On the other hand, the gynocratic community emphasized 
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in Hogan‟s Solar Storms shows that inter-generational/inter-feminine 

relationships are vital for the preservation of ancestral land and 

culture. The four women are embodiments of female archetypes who 

“went on a mission, a quest, performed a task, overcame an obstacle” 

and “brought back Golden Fleece” (131). With the help of surrogate 

mothers, Angel succeeds in her initiation rite from a “rootless 

teenager” (25) to a strong woman deeply rooted in her land and 

culture.  

The two novels follow the pattern of archetypal ceremonies where 

the real merges with the mythical. Allen explains that “healing chants 

and ceremonies emphasize restoration of wholeness, for disease is a 

condition of division and separation from the harmony of the whole” 

(The Sacred 117). In the same vein, Hogan defines ceremony as “the 

mending of a broken connection” between human beings and other 

creatures. “The participants in a ceremony say the words „All my 

relations‟,” which “create a relationship with other people, with 

animals, with the land” (Dwellings 40). To be healed, Tayo and Angel 

therefore need to recover their internal peace by piecing together their 

shattered selves, and establishing harmonious bonds with the human 

and non-human community. 

In Solar Storms, Angel believes that she has traveled into herself; 

she says in the beginning of her initiation journey, “I had an entangled 

memory, with good parts of it missing. I was returning to the watery 

places in order to unravel my mind and set straight what I had lost” 

(72). At the end of the journey, she realizes, “something was stripped 

away from me. Like a snake I emerged, rubbing myself out of my old 

skin;” she finally feels fresh and sees well (344). She describes her 

healing process as the act of putting together fragments of stories, 

remembered in her matrilineal bonding ceremony toward wholeness 

and well-being.  

As far as Silko‟s novel is concerned, the title itself suggests the 

writer‟s conception of the story as a ceremonial healing. She writes, 

“The only cure / I know / is a good ceremony” (Ceremony 3). She 

considers the Native world as a spider web, a web of life where human 

beings, plants, animals, and the entire ecosystem are interconnected. If 

one strand of the web is broken, the whole is endangered. To 

emphasize the idea of the web of life, the storyteller ritually pulls a 

thread from his/her clothes before telling a story, which symbolically 

acts as the connecting thread of the complex socio-cultural fabric; 
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ceremonial storytelling is hence vested with a curing potential.  

The preceding analysis of Silko‟s Ceremony and Hogan‟s Solar 

Storms highlights the Native American narrative, ecological and 

spiritual approaches to healing. The two authors examine the 

dislocation of Native American youngsters from the natural and 

cultural landscape of their ancestors. For their healing, the authors 

prescribe a world where human beings cherish not only the bonds with 

each other, but also with animals, plants, rivers, mountains and all 

surrounding natural elements. The reconnection with the mother 

archetype, the storyteller and “creatrix” of life is, in the two novels, a 

major element of the holistic healing process. Through their awareness 

of the redemptive power of nature, the two ecofeminist writerss 

emphasize the role of women in the cycle of life that allows the 

survival of humanity. Eventually, healing does not only concern the 

protagonists, but also the authors who use these novels as 

scriptotherapies. Likewise, readers who identify with the protagonists 

can vicariously be empowered by their poignant and illuminating 

experience. 

 

Notes 

1
 “Gynocracy” is a feature of tribal communities where women have a 

ruling power.  
2
 Wesley-Esquimaux and Smolewski ground their argument on 

biological studies of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), which 

disturbs the level of cortisol (known as the stress hormone). They 

argue that this disorder is transmitted through “genetic memory 

codes” (73) from parents to children like other hereditary illnesses. 
3
 The Greek term “logos” both means “word” and “reason,” but 

“logotherapy” involves the first meaning, i.e., healing with the word.  
4
 “Aurora borealis” is a natural phenomenon of picturesque colorful lights 

that happens in the Polar Regions.  
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Abstract 
This article, which makes use of archival material, discusses The 

Christianization of Africa and its repercussions on the African social 

structure of the 19th century. To penetrate into the interior of Africa for the 

benefit of British industries, England had to abolish the slave trade in 1807. 

The idea of the abolitionists of the Clapham Sect to uplift the African with 

the new values of European know-how never took place. The Europeans only 

had the Bible to offer. Imminently, with the Scramble for Africa under way, 

the African moral and cultural standards came under impending threat, and 

the ancestral heritage put to the sword.  

 

Résumé 
Avec le Christianisme arriva le 

colonialisme: la matrice de la 

barbarie. Cet article qui fait usage 

d’archives, dévoile la vérité sur 

l’aventure du Christianisme en 

Afrique durant la période coloniale 

du 19ème siècle. Les philanthropes 

et les abolitionnistes britanniques de 

la Clapham Sect qui avaient mis fin 

à la Traite des nègres en 1807, pour 

les besoins des  industries anglaises, 

pensaient que le Christianisme, la 

Civilisation occidentale et le 

Commerce légal pourraient 

régénérer l’Afrique. Alors que 

l’Africain attendait un manuel de 

technologie pour acquérir le savoir 

faire européen, seule la Bible lui fut 

donnée.  

 

 

 

Introduction 

How to save Africa from 

darkness? The answer came 

from the British abolitionists of 

the Clapham Sect who believed 

the Gospel to be the panacea for 

the resuscitation of the African 

fate. The rhetoric from Clapham 

depicted the black man living in 

darkness and superstition. The 

religion and the civilization of 

the white man were believed to 

revive his moral, religious, 

cultural and spiritual 

backwardness. In addition to the 

elevation of the heathen’s soul 

the promise to endow the 

African poor countries with 

European technological know-

how was on the agenda. Under 

the lash of European 

competition, the British looked
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for new territories to conquer. The Africans envied the Europeans 

their manufactured goods, greeted Christianity and dreamed to be 

taught the skills of western technology. Once the safety of the route to 

the interior of the continent was assured, the white man showed 

another reality: the subjugation by colonial policies. To revive Africa 

was it necessary to root out the worship of the ancestral heritage and 

polygamy? If Christianity, the Civilization of the white man, and legal 

commerce pledged to elevate the spiritual, social and cultural 

condition of the black man, why did the Europeans turn iconoclasts? 

Why did they strike with a lash to impose the barbarous cruelty of 

colonialism? This article unveils the reality of the advent of 

Christianity in nineteenth-century Africa. 

 

Religious and Moral Scruples: The Clapham Sect and the 

Missionary Enterprise Prophecy 

 In Britain, between 1790 and 1830, a group of philanthropists of 

the Clapham Sect campaigned for the abolition of slavery, while 

promoting missionary works. The slave traders opposed the idea and 

prophesied the conversion of the colonies into a state of complete 

chaos if slavery were ended. One prominent tireless figure in the 

struggle to abolish the slave trade in 1787 and 1789 was the politician 

and philanthropist William Wilberforce, acknowledged leader of the 

Clapham Sect whose abolitionism was derived from his evangelical 

Christianity. He entered the House of Commons in 1780. Founder of 

Anti-Slavery Society, he and  his close friends Thomas Clarkson, 

Granville Sharp, Henry Thornton, Charles Grant, Edward James Eliot, 

Zachary Macaulay and James Stephen were first called the “Saints,” 

and in 1787, the Clapham Sect. This group of evangelical Christians 

considered as the London intelligentsia met daily in the Church of 

John Venn, rector of Clapham in south London (Hennell 238). Many 

were known members of parliament and in addition to their 

abolitionism, dedicated themselves to prison reform and prevention of 

cruel sports (Wilberforce 32). From Clapham, a deep sense of moral 

outrage, a common goal to free the defenceless slaves and a 

commitment to end the evil of slavery came to light. The physical and 

moral suffering of the slaves, the law asserting that a slave is in law a 

chattel of his master, and the inhuman condition of the journey from 

Africa to the West Indies led to a cry for liberty.  

The stories brought by the liberated slaves recounting their 

captivity in slavery and their longing for freedom did encourage the 
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abolitionists in their fight to end slavery. Job Jalla, a liberated fulla 

slave arrived in London to tell his story in an account written by 

Thomas Bluett, titled Some Memoirs of Job, Son of Soloman, the High 

Priest of Boonda in Africa. Job Jalla, or more correctly, Ayuba 

Sulliman Diallo, was a born Senegalese Muslim, caught and sold to an 

English trader and shipped to Annapolis in Maryland. The 

Autobiography of Olaudah Equiano or Gustavus Vassa the African 

was published in London in 1783(Hogg 22). In his autobiographical 

narratives he described the moment he was kidnapped in 1756 with 

his sister from an Igbo village, recounted his enslavement as a boy of 

thirteen.
1
 Mohammadi Sisly, whose history is recorded in the journal 

of the Royal Geographical Society, was Captured in 1810 and sold to 

a French slaver. Samuel adjayi Crowther, the slave who became 

bishop of the Niger, and whose career was succinctly described by 

Jesse Page as “kidnapped in 1821, a rescued slave in 1822, baptized in 

1826, a teacher in 1828, a clergyman in 1843, (...)founder of a new 

mission in 1857, the first negro bishop in 1864. Where is the parallel 

to such a life?” (441). The slave narrative reached its height with 

Frederick Douglas‟s An American Slave (1845), revised and 

completed in 1882 about the life and Times of Frederick Douglas. 

Separated as an infant from his slave mother, he lived with his 

grandmother on a Maryland plantation until the age of eight. He was 

the first black escaped slave to hold rank in the U.S Government. 

During the Civil War (1861-65), he became consultant to President 

Abraham Lincoln and was appointed U.S. Minister and Consul 

General to Haiti (1888-91).  

Though the British abolitionists encouraged before 1807 and after 

the abolition the publication of those stories told by the freed slaves, 

in the House of Commons they advanced some other arguments 

directly related to the British interests skipping the long sought for 

African self-reliance. Thomas Clarkson, the most remarked figure in 

the campaign against slavery, a noted British philanthropist and a 

close associate of William Wilberforce known for his integrity and 

anti-slavery views in his outrageous An Essay on the Slavery and 

Commerce of the Human Species, condemned the paradigm of evil 

that David Livingstone called “the bleeding wound of humanity” and 

mentioned “the barbarous and inhuman treatment that fell to the lot of 

slaves” who were viewed by their possessors as “brutal species.”
2
 The 

accounts of Thomas Clarkson about the Middle passage—the journey 

of the slaves from the West Coast of Africa to the West Indies—about 
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the immorality of the trade had a positive outcome in 1760, when the 

anti-slavery Society was founded.
3
 In 1767 Granville Sharp defended 

the case of James Somersett, a slave who was brought to England and 

escaped from his master called Jonathan Strong. In court Sharp fought 

the case heroically and finally was able to get Somersett free. Ever 

since, it became a law: a slave becomes free the moment he arrives on 

English soil. Now that the slave became free was he going to be 

elevated to the human rank? Surprisingly, in the aftermath of the 

abolition, the soil and the climate of Africa were on top of the agenda. 

Control over the black continent was within the European grasp and 

the African ancestral heritage came under the surgeon‟s knife.  

 

The Doctrine of the Bible and the Plough: Indoctrination and 

Brainwashing 

In 1799, in Castle and Falcon Aldersgate Street in London, twenty 

five evangelical clergy members of the Church of England founded 

the Church Missionary Society (Stock 91). It stood as a new religious 

enterprise for the propagation of the knowledge of the Gospel among 

the heathens of Africa and the Orient. As the interior of Africa 

remained strange and unfamiliar to Europeans, British explorers and 

geographers like Mungo park, the Lander Brothers, John Speke, 

Richard Burton, James Grant and others adventured in the interior of 

Africa with the Bible to ascertain the source of the rivers the Nile and 

the Niger. Their accounts were full of tales of “darkest Africa” and 

none featured more prominently than that of Dr. Livingstone and 

Henry Stanley.  

When in 1858 Livingstone discovered Lake Mueri, he 

disappeared and everyone thought he had died. The New York Herald 

sent out a newspaper reporter called Henry Stanley to try and find 

him. He did find him in 1871 on the banks of Lake Tanganyika and 

greeted him with the bland comment “Dr. Livingstone, I Presume?”
4
 

David Livingstone was a Scottish Congregationalist and missionary of 

the London Missionary Society (L.M.S.). He arrived at Cape Town on 

March 14, 1841 and for the next fifteen years he was continually on 

the move strengthening his determination as a missionary of the 

L.M.S. Responding to the delights of geographical and ethnic 

discoveries, and taking the risks for the sake of “Rule Britannia,” he 

built for himself a great reputation as a dedicated Christian and a 

fervent anti-slavery advocate. He committed himself to Christianity, 

Commerce, and Western Civilization: the Trinity that Livingstone 
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believed was destined to open up Africa to satisfy British curiosity. 

Unable to judge rationally the African reality, and blind to their own 

defects, missionary reports and letters from Africa to London 

(Livingstone‟s Cambridge Lectures of 1858) failed in their endeavour 

to win plaudits for Africa. The narratives stated that there was no 

development and it became once more possible for Europeans to 

regard Africans as being “primitive,” “without culture,” “worshipping 

many gods,” and incapable of achieving civilization on their own.
5
 

From this arrogant and despotic depiction, Africans were stereotyped 

as inferior in quality, skill, and value.  

During the period when Africans were taken to the Americas as 

slaves, white Europeans saw that all slaves were Africans (Osborne 

275). They quickly developed the assumption that all black Africans 

were slaves: “they were not powerful generals or skilful craftspeople 

or artists, only dependent on white Europeans for work, food and 

shelter.”
6
 The doctrine of the Bible and the Plough, the idea expressed 

in The African Slave Trade and its Remedy (1839) by the British 

philanthropist and politician Thomas Fowell Buxton who in 1822 

succeeded William Wilberforce as leader of the campaign in the 

House of Commons for the abolition of slavery, inspired the British 

government to send an expedition to the Niger Delta in 1844. 

Believing that it was the responsibility of the government to find a 

new economic activity with Africa, the establishment of a new 

missionary headquarters was inevitable.
7
 The aim of the expedition 

was to make treaties with the African chiefs for the cessation of the 

traffic and to point out the advantage they would derive from a legal 

commerce with Great Britain. While the traffic was in the first place a 

direct consequence of centuries of European activity. Africa was not 

to blame.  

Europe had fathered the overseas slave trade and made huge 

profits, but Europe in its imperial arrogance had ceased to recognize 

its morally repulsive behavior. The white man was the one who had 

encouraged and instigated the trade, brought the captives to transport 

them to his plantation and to use them as cheap labor, and poured 

quantities of fire arms in Africa. By preaching the Gospel in this part 

of the world, the missionaries beguiled the Africans with vague 

promises, forcibly applying a prolonged and intensive indoctrination. 

The Europeans, finding themselves with a military advantage over 

Africa, believed themselves superior and civilized, inflicted violence 

and brutality with the goal of annihilating the African Civilization. 
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The Denial of the African Self-Reliance   

The inferiority of the African in terms of industrial development 

placed his land and his culture at the mercy of the great powers. 

Beneath the various labels of propaganda advanced by the British in 

introducing the doctrine of the Bible and the Plough as an excellent 

remedy to uproot Africa was in reality a huge colonial enterprise 

manipulated by new ambitious British financers like the London 

banker Henry Thornton. Thornton‟s intention was to impoverish 

rather than to develop. In fact, in 1791, the British government passed 

an Act for the Sierra Leone Company which was directed by thirteen 

shareholders among whom were the well-known abolitionists and 

members of the Clapham Sect, William Wilberforce, Granville Sharp, 

and Thomas Clarkson. The company responsible for the import of 

African raw materials to England also had to propagate the Gospel. 

The attempt to end slavery in order to increase British trade relied on 

the unlimited stamina from the Christian missionaries who had a 

mission to propagate European values to the detriment of the ancestral 

tradition of the tribes. This meant to struggle against a ferocious 

environment composed by jungle, desert, mountains and savannah and 

inhabited by Zulu, Haussa, Kikuyu, Yoruba and Mossi, described by 

the explorers and missionaries as “savages.”
8
  

In this context, the European preconceived ideas were based on the 

assumption that the African was without religion and civilization and 

therefore was liable to accept all western religious dogmas. The West 

believed that the Bible was to elevate the soul of the African from his 

“primitive” customs and practices, while the plough was supposed to 

teach him the European know-how of agriculture.
9
 In reality, the 

explorers and the Christian missionaries who condemned the African 

customs and beliefs spoke “evil.” Basically, they could not understand 

that the life of the African was deeply regulated by strong customs and 

traditions which were well structured and passed down from 

generation to generation (Kenyatta 271). Such traditions were 

inextricably linked and deeply rooted in the African mind and their 

demolition by another foreign device would prove ill-fated. Johann 

Ludwig, was the first European traveler tourist to the city of Petra and 

the Egyptian temple at Abu Simbal. He took a Muslim name of 

Ibrahim Ibn Allah and left his collection of Arabic manuscripts to the 

University of Cambridge. When he died at Cairo in 1817, was buried 

with Islamic rites. 
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 The Broken Promises 

Long after the abolition of the slave trade, Europeans still assumed 

the superiority of European culture and civilization over that of 

Africa. In the early part of the 19
th

 century, the relationship between 

the western world and Africa was of power and domination. It was a 

relation between European superiority over African backwardness, the 

western iconoclasts against submissive people, the colonizer and the 

colonized. The question related to the equality of man that expected to 

usher the African into high esteem by Europeans was indefinitely a 

remote utopian and chimerical idea. Humiliated under the bondage of 

slavery and exploited by the abolitionists who proselytized the 

doctrine of the Bible and the Plough, the African who thought of 

himself free and self-directed was in reality still submitted and 

incapable to snatch himself from the clutches of his possessors. Those 

who bought him from the slaves market, transported him to the 

American colonies, freed him from slavery and at the end made of 

him the new servant of the God of Christianity under the imperial 

order of “Do as you are told.” 

 In this context, Simon Kimbango, a Congolese religious leader 

who founded a separatist church, was educated in the British Baptist 

Missionary‟s Mission, and  preached  under the colonial order. He 

became famous in the region of lower Congo in April 1921 among the 

Bakongo people. He was also known as “the prophet in a cage”—In 

Kkongo “Ngunza”—who was reputed to heal the sick and raise the 

dead. Kimbango was preaching with no overtly political content, he 

aimed at a puritan ethic against the use of violence, polygamy, and 

witchcraft. The Belgian authorities were alarmed by his popularity 

among black Africans.  In April 1921, while inaugurating a mass 

movement through his miraculous healings and teaching, he was 

charged with insurrection and imprisonment for life. Non-Christians 

were also persecuted by the colonial order.  

On the other hand, Shaykh Ahmadu Bamba Mbakke, commonly 

known as Amadou Bamba (1850-1927), was a Muslim mystic, a 

spiritual leader from Senegal. He wrote on meditation, rituals and 

Quranic study. He is best known for his incessant emphasis on hard 

work and his followers are known for their industriousness and 

productiveness. The greater struggle or “jihad” for him is to fight not 

through weapons, but through learning and fear of God. He believed 

that salvation comes from submission to hard work. Bamba had 

converted many kings and their followers and probably could have 
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raised an army against the French colonizers if he wanted. He never 

hinted to war or the use of violence. Worried about his growing power 

as his fame spread, the French sentenced him to exile in Gabon (1895-

1902) and later in Mauritania (1903-1907). The French realized that 

the man was not interested in waging war against them, and was rather 

cooperative. He won the French Legion of Honor for encouraging his 

followers to help fight in the First World War. Believing that his 

doctrine of hard work could be useful to serve the French colonial 

economic interests, the French allowed him to establish his 

community in Touba, where he is said to have founded the holy city of 

Mauradism. 

 Colonialism and the bitter tyranny emptied the continent of its 

resources and drained its scholars of strength. To propagate the 

Gospel to the heathens, it became indispensable to establish Christian 

institutions in Africa.  When the Church Missionary Society (C.M.S.) 

took charge of founding the first Christian institution of Fourah Bay 

College in Sierra Leone to train emancipated Africans as teachers, 

catechists and missionaries, the aim was that the liberated slaves were 

asked to go back to their own villages in order to convert into 

Christianity both their families and countrymen.
10

 In reality, Africa 

came in contact with Christianity long before the establishment of 

British Christian institutions in the western parts of the black 

continent. It is believed that it began in Egypt in the Middle of the 1
st
 

century. Ethiopia has always been a market place of ideas since the 

days of its contacts with Egypt, Greece and Rome. As a matter of fact, 

Christianity did not arrive in Africa with the abolition of the slave 

trade and the western missionaries. The Africans of Ethiopia curved 

their Christian shrines out of the rocks a long time before Christianity 

ever reached Europe and the shores of Britain. In fact, there were 

black African Christians before there ever were British Christians. 

 According to the Coptic Church, the keys of God‟s kingdom had 

arrived in the Nile Valley with Saint Mark during the early years of 

the Christian era. The rituals have continued in Ethiopia ever since. 

The Kingdom of Aksum had its own written language known as 

Ge‟ez, and developed an architecture of giant obelisks that date from 

5000-2000 BC. The Ethiopian scholars were reading and writing 

before they became Christians and long before England was taught the 

Latin alphabet by the Romans. In Ethiopia the church became the 

keeper of the written words and Christian religion has often been a 

source of literacy. Christian Ethiopians could teach the western 
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missionaries a lesson about the Mild truths of the Gospel. If 

Christianity entered Britain precisely in 597 thanks to the efforts of 

monk Augustine in the early fourth century under the reign of king 

Ezana of Ethiopia (Abreha), it was already well established in this 

region of Africa, where it continued to prosper until the 9
th

 century. 

 

The Tools of Exploitation: The Dehumanization of Africa 

 The western world and Africa meant a relationship of power and 

domination, hegemony and privation, and exploitation and profit. 

Africa was opened up by European explorers, missionaries and 

traders, and then divided up by European politicians. The Scramble 

for Africa meant the carving out of the Black continent by Europeans. 

While in 1875 only one tenth of Africa was controlled by European 

powers, by the end of the century nine tenths had been taken over. In 

the Berlin conference of 1885 the fourteen European powers divided 

up Africa with the presence of not one single African. Then, as 

iconoclasts, they entered a land of mystery, not knowing the tribes, the 

culture and the civilization.
11

 The rush was started by the king of the 

Belgians Leopold when he founded the International Association for 

the Exploration and Civilization of Africa in 1876. He was bidding for 

the Congo, rich in rubber, as his personal real estate. In West Africa, 

Britain‟s interest in the palm oil trade with the so-called Slave Coast 

and the Oil Rivers, was increased by a sincere desire to stop the slave 

trade in Dahomey (now Benin). This was one of the reasons why 

Britain captured Lagos in 1851. It laid claim to the region from the 

Cameroons to Lagos. This became known as the Oil Rivers 

Protectorate, later as the Niger Coast Protectorate and finally as 

Nigeria. By 1920 every square mile of Africa except for Ethiopia was 

under colonial rule of protection.  

When the Europeans entered Africa, they did not want to learn 

from the technology they had found. Theirs was more arrogant, more 

self-confident and less compromising. British colonial policy maker 

Lord Lugard, Governor General of Nigeria (1914-1919), in his Dual 

Mandate in tropical Africa (1922), argued that Europe had a double 

mission in Africa. One was to develop Africa‟s resources for Africa‟s 

all benefit, the other was to use those resources to meet the growing 

industrial requirements of the western world. The Dual Mandate 

discusses the partnership between Africa and the West. Frankly 

speaking, European‟s new technology had arrived upon Africa in 

search of the continent‟s unexplored and virgin wealth. With Lord 
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Lugard, the landscape would never be the same again: westernization 

without real modernization. The groaning about the African went on. 

In the aftermath of the abolition of slavery, the African was brought to 

low esteem, degraded to inferior rank, exposed to shame, humiliated 

and reduced to dishonor and ignominy. The different reports and 

letters from Africa depicted him in conjunction with religious rites 

usually including the eating of certain human organs believed to be 

the chief source of desired virtues and powers. The Europeans 

condemned the religion they found—the rituals, the art, and the 

sacrifices and even hinted in their narratives to cannibalism. During 

the twentieth century, European anthropologists spoke in their lexicon 

in terms of “primitive societies,” those usually characterized by lack 

of written language, technology, development, and by a slow rate of 

socio-cultural change. The term primitive also meant savage. Those 

two terms were used by anthropologists and writers with the 

implication that the people of Africa were mentally and morally 

inferior. The colonial enterprise of the 19
th
 century provided the West 

with a various examples of cultures which determined that the 

primitive, or more often the savage, came from remote places like 

central and southern Africa, the Americas and Oceania.  

In this context, western countries believed that they enclosed their 

own primitives. Colonial exhibitions with the famous Benin bronzes 

and some African sculptures were on show in Europe. At the 

Exposition Universelle in 1899, the so- called Villages Indigènes, a 

human zoo, were constructed on the Champs de Mars in which the 

Parisian visitor was invited to see Africans going about their everyday 

lives, wearing their traditional costumes. In reality, exhibiting peoples 

in public places was not much that they might be understood, but as a 

means of exercising control over them and on what they possess. 

Wallace Budge and Giovanni Battista Belzoni were two figures in the 

world of looting and pillage of African art.
12

 Budge, on the other 

hand, provided Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities for the British 

Museum. He collected vast numbers of cuneiform tablets, Egyptian 

papyri, and Ethiopic manuscripts. Working for the museum, he made 

many trips to Egypt and the Sudan to conduct archeological sites. 

Belzoni, the other plunderer of Egyptian archaeological sites, went to 

Egypt in 1815 to exhibit models of hydraulic engines then turned on a 

new lucrative career. He excavated and looted Egyptian tombs and 

temples for their treasures. His discoveries might rather be regarded as 

pillage. He is remembered for the colossal sculpture of the head of 
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Ramses II for the British Museum. He discovered the tomb of Seti I 

and removed the aragonite sarcophagus for the Sir John Soane‟s 

Museum, London. The treasures of African art still embellish 

European museums and attract millions of tourists to London, Paris, 

Rome and Madrid each year. Among them Africans who pay entrance 

tickets and queue long hours to glance at their own plundered heritage. 

A question must be asked: What do African museums exhibit of the 

European?  

             

The Tools of Terror: Who Deserved to be Civilized, the White 

Man or the African? 

The slave trade was a denial of freedom for those transported to 

the Americas, and a denial of improvement for the continent they left 

behind. Europe not only refused to help develop Africa, it arrogantly 

and savagely buried its skills. The slave trade rapidly transformed the 

black man into the most humiliated race in recorded human history. 

How many of them were sold into slavery?
13

 It is impossible to give 

the right figure. It was reported that the conditions of the trip were 

unbearable and many died in transport. During the Berlin Conference 

of 1884, the assembled countries found a pretext for intervention: the 

Arab slave trade. To secure Africa for the West, it had to be taken 

away from the Arabs. A new form of terror was about to follow the 

slave trade. The West had condemned the Arab slave trade, but 

introduced a new tool of terror, colonialism: the matrix of barbarism. 

It was vital that Britain gain control of unclaimed lands before 

Germany, Portugal and France. The rush to conquer rapidly created a 

rivalry between the developed countries. Striving for competitive 

advantage, they ignored the individual liberties of the oppressed, 

though Lord Lugard outlined in the Dual Mandate the reasons and 

methods that he recommended for the colonization of Africa by 

Britain (Lugard 136). 

 Cecile Rhodes, who wanted to expand British colonialism 

rapidly before the other European powers believed Anglo-Saxon race 

was destined to greatness. This explains why African workers who did 

not produce enough were sometimes badly mutilated as an example to 

others. The British in Africa were motivated by three compelling 

forces: God, Gold and Glory: Gold for the British themselves, God for 

the natives and the greater Glory for Europe.  They carried something 

else with them: Racism. They never left it behind, it was with them 

everywhere. Even in the trains which carried stereotype inscriptions 
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like “dogs and natives are not allowed in this compartment.” 

Assumption of racism was designed to execute its principles. While in 

Europe, people cherished the train which was seen as a symbol of 

industrial development, for the African it was an instrument of 

extraction. It cleared Africa of its wealth. Cecile Rhodes was Africa‟s 

first millionaire. He made his fortune when gold was discovered in the 

Transvaal in 1882. His company, the Rhodes South Africa, controlled 

lands northwards and southwards of Bechvanaland (now Botswana). 

From 1890, he turned politician and became Prime Minister of Cape 

Colony. He hoped to build an African empire where the Anglo-Saxons 

should be leaders. He was the organizer of De Beers Consolidated 

Mines, Ltd., which was the giant Diamond mining company. In South 

Africa two countries were named after him: Northern and Southern 

Rhodesia. Rhodes pioneers set out in 1890 the pacification of Africa 

under the British flag. The conquerors called it “Pax Britannica.” 

Rhodes who was an imperial Pan Africanist, created the first army of 

white mercenaries in Africa. They conquered for the grandeur of 

queen and country. He dreamed of building a railway line going 

through bush, desert, hill and valley, all the way from the south to the 

Mediterranean: from Cape to Cairo. 

       

No Western Skills but Only the Bible as a Gift 
14 

One of the cruel realities of world economy is that a continent so 

rich in natural and human resources should at the same time be so 

poor with very low standards. This treasure continent is inhabited by 

poverty and since the arrival of the white man, is plunged in grief and 

sadness. Many have condemned the partnership between western 

technology and African resources. While the white man kept on 

digging for African wealth to be taken away to European factories, the 

African kept on digging for his own burial. The European had 

occupied the black man‟s country and chased him from his land. To 

have a salary, the only alternative left for the African was to work for 

the white man. To get his money back, the European started to tax the 

African. If there was any payment to be made in this case, we would 

have thought the transaction to be from the white man to the African 

as compensation or rent. But here it was the white man charging the 

African rent for forfeiting his farm in his country Africa. The 

nineteenth century colonial Europe believed in the congenital 

inequality of races, the incomprehensible mystery of colonialism 

dichotomized the human race into the white man who was clever and 
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educated and the colonized who was “native,”” savage,” “offering the 

blood of sacrifice to grinning gods, dancing in lunatic abandon around 

flames.”
15

 The white man never brought development in Africa, and 

by the Dual Mandate, Lord Lugard never helped create a successful 

exchange of African resources for western technology. The European 

who came to Africa had left behind him irreparable damages wherever 

he passed.  

Today, Africans are still buying goods from other European nations 

rather than trying to make them themselves. Did the white man help 

develop the means of production when he was scrounging on the soil 

of Africa? The West has given Africans only unrealistic and 

imaginary illusion of western technology. The solid substance of 

Africa‟s resources was forfeited in exchange of ephemeral western 

values. It was all about the foreigner and the native, the natural and 

the artificial. Basically, no one can speak in terms of the civilization of 

the West in Africa as preached by David Livingstone. It was only a 

façade of the western way of life and the western style. Africa bought 

guns and explosives but never got the western skills. That is how the 

Europeans of the 19
th

 and 20
th

 centuries wanted the world to be: 

molding and shaping the defenseless as they pleased. The primary 

cause is that science and technology had passed by Africa and that the 

industrial revolution had never caught up with the black man. What 

Africa wanted was not missionary education, but western skills. 

Sincerely, the bible was not a manual of technology. The missionaries 

instructed the Africans to read and write but it was religion which was 

their priority.  

Western education discouraged the Africans from manual labor, 

instead it taught the natives to wear western, dance western and speak 

western. Christianity which came to Africa with imperialism and 

exploitative capitalism looked for parity and skipped production. It 

came to exploit rather than to elevate and in the name of the 

civilization of the white man and Christian ethics it betrayed the 

fidelity of Livingstone‟s natives who admired and respected the 

Victorian missionary as they carried his dead body hundreds of miles 

through jungle and forest. Indeed, Africa was in need to be taught the 

science of application of knowledge to her practical purposes. Africa 

had exported to the West men, women, and rich natural resources: 

implements of production, while it has imported from the West guns 

and explosives, by definition, instruments of destruction. Indeed, the 

slave trade and the gun trade were interconnected; the guns were the 
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currency with which the slaves were bought: one gun for one slave 

(Davidson 239). And yet the guns initiated a new culture of violence 

which extends right into present-day Africa.  

Since the arrival of the Europeans with their preconceived ideas, 

they denied the African his full humanity. To uplift him, they started 

without considering the essentially backward nature of his religious 

customs and beliefs. Yet, the violent condemnation was a sign of 

misunderstanding of the reality of African life. As iconoclasts, the 

missionaries attacked the deeply rooted belief of polygamy and 

insisted that the new converts must accept the Christian religion and 

give up other fundamental principles of the African ancestral heritage 

like dances, feasts, rituals, ceremonies. The African social structure 

which was based on polygamy was rejected by the Christian preachers 

who wanted their proselytes to abandon it, and imposed instead 

monogamy as a condition for salvation of the soul. Deprived from all 

sense of personal dignity and declined to an inferior state of shameful 

distortion and cut off from his African cultural, economic, social and 

political values, the African decided to defend himself against the 

forces of incessant exploitation. 

 

The Crying Need for Independence 

The first signs of resistance against the oppressor were apparent 

when the slogan “Africa for the Africans” was displayed in the 1880s. 

From the church in South Africa, an ex-Wesleyan, Minister Mangena 

Mokene was the first to have used the term Ethiopianism when he 

founded the Ethiopian Church. There, Africans resented the blatant 

discrimination of the white colonialists who denied them positions and 

advancement in religious and political hierarchies.  Also, it was a 

question of racial discontent encouraged by the color.
16

 The Africans 

who wanted a return to tribal life claimed a version of Christianity 

relevant for Africa. Ethiopianism as a movement developed among 

sub-Saharan Africans and is considered as the first stirring toward 

religious and political freedom in the colonial era. On the other hand, 

the Mau Mau, militant African nationalist movement in the 1950s 

originated among the Kikuyu people of Kenya. The movement 

advocated a fierce resistance to the physical grip of British 

domination. The British Kenya Government called the rebels terrorists 

and declared a state of emergency and began to exterminate Kikuyu 

people. More than eleven hundred Africans were killed and twenty 

thousand others were put into detention camps, where British military 
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officers made intensive efforts through torture to convert them to the 

political views of the British Kenya Government.  

Furthermore, with the Negritude literary movement of the 1930s, 

40s and 50s that began in Paris among French-speaking African and 

Caribbean writers as a protest against the French policy of exploitation 

and assimilation, Leonald Sedar Senghor, Aimé Césaire, and Léon 

Dumas, started to reassess African culture. Disturbed by the World 

Wars in which they saw their countrymen dying for a cause that was 

not theirs, they assumed in their writings that the African had a 

particular history and culture and that Africa can chiefly be benefited 

by her own children. Will the old sleeping African kingdoms be 

awoken again? It was only after 1950 that anti-colonial
17

 and 

independence movements emerged and became widespread, and one 

after the other, colonies became independent. As we have seen all 

along this paper, the Europeans in Africa have dichotomized the 

concept of civilization into good and evil, in other words, in the 

European colonial Christian thought, there is a hierarchy between the 

different civilizations of the world: The good ones and the evil ones. 

Before the period of pre-colonization, Africa was a nation 

characterized by prosperity with rich varied cultures, a philosophy
18

 

and art, and a thriving commerce. It possessed noble and magnificent 

kingdoms and monuments like the ancient kingdoms of Egypt, Ghana, 

Mali, Songhai and Axum. Unfortunately, African splendor has been 

twisted and the history of the black man distorted and ignored. With 

Christianity came Colonialism which was horrendous, pernicious and 

annihilative.              

 

Conclusion 

The Scramble for Africa plunged the black man into a situation of 

depression and humiliation, worse than captivity in slavery. The 

European commercial necessity and the thirst for wealth imposed on 

the African the worst unfair treatment in history—military occupation. 

As a matter of fact, Africa in the early part of the 19
th

 century had 

neither knowledge nor skills to devise plans to exploit her vast 

resources for her own benefit. She was for want of Christian 

ingenuity. She greeted Christianity, expected to be awarded dignity 

and honor and hoped to benefit from her partnership with Europe. 

Instead, she was granted the Bible and the barbarity of colonialism. 

During the colonial era of the 19
th

 century, the black man was left to 

his fate. Cruelty against him and his ancestral values increased to an 
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incredible degree. Christianity idolized colonialism and did not 

provide care and support. The Gospel which accounted for the 

supremacy and prosperity of the white man failed to do the same for 

the African. 

   

Notes 
             1.

 Peter Hogg, Slavery- The Afro-American Experience. (London: 

British Library),1973, p. 21.             

         
2.
 Thomas Clarkson, An Essay on the Slavery and Commerce of the 

Human species (London: Ams Press), 1838, p.11.                                                                         
.           3.

 Wilberforce, William. Letter to the Prince de Talleyrand Périgord 

(about the slave trade) London, October, 1814. 
          4.

 Clare Pettitt, “Dr. Livingstone, I Presume?” Missionaries, Journalists, 

Explorers, and Empire ( London: Profile Books Ltd.), 2007, p.16. 
          5.

 Crowther, Samuel, Adjayi to C.G. Greenway, Esq. Abeokuta, Sept.15
th
 

1847, C.M.S. CA2/031/2. In a letter sent by the missionary of the C.M.S., 

S.A., Crowther wrote: ”The people of this country are very superstitious as 

you well imagine. They worship numberless gods (…) they worship thunder 

and lightning, the God of river, snakes, crocodiles (…) they worship their 

deceased fathers whom they suppose can bestow blessings upon their living 

offspring.” 
              6.

 Roger Osborne, Civilization:  A New History of the Western World 

(London: Pimlico, 2007), p.280.  

       
7.
 Thomas Fowell Buxton, Lecture addressed to the Literary and 

Scientific Society- Great Yarmouth (February): 26-1878. London: 1878, p21. 

       
8.
 P,A Davill, & W,R. Stirling, Britain and the World-The Exploding 

Years (London: Schofield & Sims Ltd., 1974), pp.17-20.  

        
9.
 Buxton, Thomas, Fowell, The Slave Trade and Its Remedy ( London: 

Frank Cass & Co., 1834). Believing Britain to be the panacea for Africa, 

Buxton wrote ”It is the duty of Great Britain to employ the influence and the 

strength which God had given her in raising Africa from the dust” p.529. 
          10.

 See Archives of C.M.S., University of Birmingham, “Heslop Room”. 

Samuel Adjayi Crowther recounted in a letter to Secretary of the C.M.S, the 

conversion of his mother to Christianity (C.M.S. CA2./031/2.). 

      
11.

 Kenyatta, Jomo, Facing Mount Kenya. The Traditional Life of the 

Gikuyu (London: A.M.S, 1979), p.271.   
           12.

 Sir Wallis Budge is best known for his translation of the Book of the 

Dead, which is an account of the principal beliefs held by the ancient 

Egyptians. See Wallis Budge, Egyptian Religion, ideas of the future life. 

London: Arkana,1987.        

       
13.

 Basil Davidson, Black Mother ( London: Penguin), 1968, pp. 95-101. 

 
14.

 Allen William, Trotters’s Expedition to the River Niger-1841 

(London: Frank Cass & co.), 1848, p.279.                       
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15.

 Peter Brent, Black Nile – Mungo Park and the Search for the 

Niger (London: Gordon Cremones, Ltd.), 1977, p. 169.      

   
16.

 Conflicts arose between white and black missionaries.  Samuel 

Adjayi Crowther, the Bishop of the Niger Mission (Nigeria) was deeply and 

painfully hurt by the C.M.S., which limited his powers, criticized the African 

missionaries for allowing polygamy and declared the Niger Mission a „‟den 

of thieves”. See J.B. Webster. The African Churches Among the Yorubas-

1888-1917 (Oxford: Oxford University Press), 1964. p.11.  

 
17. 

James Johnson, an African missionary of the C.M.S. in Nigeria 

drafted a number of patriotic ceremonies under the heading “Africa should 

rise”(…) and declared: “Gone were the days when the white man was 

regarded as a prestige symbol and when he could be trusted.(…)He was now 

being suspected as a knight-errant of British imperialism. See  E.A. 

Ayandele, Holy Johnson, Pioneer of African Nationalism.1836-1917 (New 

York: Humanities Press) ,1970, p.113.                                                                                 

 
18. 

See
 
Paulin J. Hountondji, African Philosophy. Myth and Reality 

(Second edition),  trans. Henri Evans (Bloomington: Indiana University 

Press), 1996, pp.111-130.   
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